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F O R E W O R D

Dave McClure

Your lights are on, but you’re not home
Your mind is not your own

Your heart sweats, your body shakes
Another kiss is what it takes
You can’t sleep, you can’t eat

There’s no doubt, you’re in deep
Your throat is tight, you can’t breathe

Another kiss is all you need

Whoa, you like to think that you’re immune to the stuff (oh yeah)
It’s closer to the truth to say you can’t get enough

You know you’re gonna have to face it
You’re Addicted to Love

—Robert Palmer, “Addicted to Love” (1985)

Hello…my name is Dave, and I’m a Facebook-aholic (“hi Dave, keep coming back!”). The rest
of you may not be addicted to social media the same way I am, but I guarantee you it’s only a
matter of time. Now that Oprah and CNN have become run-of-the-mill street-corner pushers
for social media crackpipes like Facebook and Twitter, you can bet the rest of the consumer
mainstream ain’t far behind. Mark my words, folks: we’re all being seduced by a dangerous
and sexy online mistress named Social. If you haven’t fallen for her yet, you will.
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If you have ever read a blog, visited a MySpace page, watched a YouTube video, checked out
a photo on Flickr, or clicked on a link in Twitter, then five hours later, looked up to check the
clock and realized it was 4:00 AM, you know what I mean. Admit it, you’ve been there: heaven
help me, the baby is screaming and needs a diaper change, but gimme a sec, I just need to click
on one…more…link…aaah. Now doesn’t that feel better?

You might be a teenager on Hi5, profile-hopping all the hot girls in your freshman class at high
school, or a grandmother anxiously checking YouTube to see if your daughter has uploaded
the latest video of your three-year-old grandson. You might be a punk rocker adding a new
song to your band’s MySpace page or a Harvard grad surfing LinkedIn to see who you know
at Google who’s hiring. You might be the Real Shaq Daddy tweeting out nightly box scores
and a slam-dunk on Yao Ming, or Barack Obama rallying the faithful to get out to vote via
SMS on the eve of the most historic election in American history. From the largest to the
smallest, from the youngest to the oldest, the world has become engrossed, enthralled, and
addicted to social media.

Unless you’ve been in a coma for the last five years, your behaviors and interactions with social
media have changed dramatically. We now spend more time connected—both literally and
figuratively—than ever before. Our offline-online existence is fused together into an
electronically enhanced experience that would have seemed unbelievable just over a decade
ago, but now seems almost second nature. One wonders how people ever managed to make
plans to meet up for dinner or a night out on the town before everyone had email, eVite, Yelp,
or text messaging. Our fascination and fastened-nation with all things digital has been both a
blessing and a curse, allowing people to communicate whenever and wherever they please,
even if that means listening to the sales guy in the bathroom stall next to you talking to a
customer and wondering if you should wait ’til he’s done before you flush.

The first 10 years of the Internet Revolution were all about getting computers connected to
the World Wide Web. But the next 10 years are going to be all about getting people connected
to one other. There are now over 1 billion people online across the globe, and over 3 billion
people with mobile phones who can send a text message. Imagine how much time we can all
waste poking one other on Facebook!

More seriously, this sea change in how people spend their lives and leisure hours has created
a challenge for those in traditional marketing roles. As with the explosion of cable television
channels in the 1990s and subsequent fragmentation of mass market media and advertising,
online behavior in the 21st century has been moving away from large portal mass-produced
websites like AOL and Yahoo!, and toward a world filled with search engines, social networks,
millions of tiny blogs and “long-tail” websites, user-generated content sites, news feeds, apps,
widgets, RSS, email, SMS, IM, chat, Twitter, bookmarks, etc, etc. Finding ways to effectively
reach customers in the world of Web 2.0 has become a Sisyphean task, requiring a wide variety
of online marketing skills and an endless number of communication channels.
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And yet there also exists the everyday miracle of one clever, creative individual who executes
a very cheap, viral, word-of-mouth campaign that reaches millions overnight. How can this
be? We are both powerless and powerful at the same time. We are fragmented and yet unified.
We are solitary shut-ins glued to our computers, but we are powerfully and instantly connected
to thousands of others all over the Earth. We are billions of people on the World Wide Web,
and we are a billion people blathering on in a billion and one tongues.

This is social media. And like the social beings who create it, social media is messy and confused.
It was in the middle of that mess that my personal journey began. Let me explain….

Back in late summer 2001, I had the good fortune of accepting a job offer at PayPal, while the
rest of the dot-com world was crashing all around me. Little did I know the towers of the World
Trade Center in Manhattan would also come crashing down my first day on the job. While still
in shock at a changed world offline, I began putting my toe in the waters of a brave new world
online as well.

I had always been a geek of some kind—music geek in grade school, math major in college,
computer programmer after graduating, and a small-time Internet entrepreneur in the
mid-1990s until my company got acquired in 1998. However, my new job at PayPal was in
(developer) marketing—pretty unfamiliar territory for a geek. I wasn’t even sure how I got the
job; a friend who was a PayPal angel investor had referred me, since he knew I’d been
organizing several Silicon Valley tech and entrepreneur user groups for many years. I guess
PayPal figured that was as close as it could get to someone who knew how to market to
developers, so it gave me a chance.

Now just to be clear, there is nothing more anathema to geeks and programmers than someone
who has a business card with a marketing title, except perhaps someone in sales, but at least
geeks understand salespeople are necessary to make money that pays their salaries. So
basically, as far as developers are concerned, marketing folks are the absolute bottom of the
food chain—they’re assumed to be both clueless and useless, and liars to boot. As a former
developer myself, I realized my job was going to be all about marketing our services to repressed
loner, smart-ass geeks who thought I was a dumb, incompetent liar. Great.

Given the humbling and humiliating task ahead of me, and given my dirty little secret of not
knowing one damn thing about traditional marketing, I realized I better come up with some
pretty creative tricks/hacks…and fast. Hack #1: change the official job title on my business card
from “Director of Marketing” to “Director of Geek Marketing” (disguise and subterfuge,
become part of the community). Hack #2: stop trying to sell developers on PayPal, and just
focus on helping them use the product and provide tech support, listen to what they were
asking for, and see if I could get the product team to fix bugs and build something geeks would
use. Hack #3: since they probably knew more than me, appeal to developers to help answer
questions, and recruit geek advisors and promote them as experts to the rest of the community.
Hack #4: get all of our technical documentation and code samples out in the open on a no-
login-required site, without requiring anyone to create a PayPal account to learn. Hack #5:
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start a message board and blog (had to bend some rules and avoid corporate bureaucracy, but
I did it), and get an open channel of publishing and communication to the community.

I could go on, but I think you get the picture—let’s just say I did some very nontraditional
marketing in the first year or two. And I really had to change how I thought about marketing
in order to reach the people I was going after. In fact, much of my success was due to subverting,
bending, and even breaking the normal rules of corporate marketing to do what I needed to
get done. And finally, I had to become part of the community itself, and I had to create some
nontraditional publishing and communication models to engage the community to help me
do my job.

Along the way in becoming a mole in the machine, I also discovered a number of other
important new trends and techniques in online marketing: search marketing (both organic and
paid), email newsletters and distribution lists, blogging, mini-apps and widgets, message boards
and forums, RSS, screencasts, instructional video, social networks, and many, many other
geeky pursuits that consisted mostly of me goofing off online and somehow getting away with
saying I was doing real work. While it may have seemed like I was screwing around wasting
a lot of time (cough, cough…nothing could be further from the truth!), it turns out I was getting
some world-class on-the-job training in social media marketing. Who knew?

As I spent more time diving deep into this Ocean of Social, I realized something important was
happening and changing how people were communicating. Starting somewhere between 2001
and 2005, a whole bunch of non-geeks were getting computers, getting digital cameras and
mobile phones, getting broadband connections, and getting online. The Internet and the
browser were just the beginning; by the time YouTube arrived in 2005, the Internet had already
been taken over by the masses. By 2008, your mom or grandmother were probably stalking
you on Facebook and trying to find out who you were hooking up with.

This was not your geeky old Internet—this was the glory of the World Wide Web, and people
were doing a whole lot more of the following:

• Browsing the World Wide Web (from iPhones as well as computers)

• Using search engines (aka “The Google”) to find all kinds of stuff

• Reading blogs, looking at pictures, listening to music, and watching videos

• Creating profiles and browsing and flirting and “poking” on social networks

• Sending messages and links via email, text/SMS, and Internet Messaging (IM) systems

As each of these activities in turn spawned entirely new ecosystems and communication
channels dedicated to legions of fans, online populations similarly dedicated themselves to the
creation and consumption of new media/social media in these online environments. Not only
had we become addicted to the Network, we had become the Network:
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We The People,

In Order to Form a More Perfect Platform,

Establish Internet Equality,

Ensure Domestic Social Connectedness,

Provide for the Creative Commons,

Promote the General Web-fare,

and Secure the Blessings of Liberty

to Our Blogs and Our Friends and Followers,

Do Ordain and Establish this Network

for the .COM, the .NET, the .ORG,

and the Entire World Wide Web!”

Well, maybe it didn’t happen quite like that…but I bet you in a hundred years, people will
look upon the creators of the Internet, search engines, social networks, and some of the more
famous websites akin to the way older generations think about our founding fathers. I mean,
didn’t Al Gore invent the Internet? I rest my case.

And as we begin to explore what social media is about in the Second Age of Aquarius, I can
think of no one more qualified to bring you kicking and screaming into the 21st century than
Tamar Weinberg. Tamar is a friend, guru, and colleague who has been swimming in the ocean
of search engines and social media for over 10 years, and her annual “Best Of” list of Internet
marketing articles is a must-read for all things search, social, and beyond.

With no further ado: I bring you Tamar Weinberg, and the Social Web.
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P R E F A C E

Social media marketing is more than just a buzzword. It’s a way of life and a means of survival
in today’s Internet lifestyle. Whereas the Internet of the past was more about “me, myself, and
I,” the past few years have brought about substantial change: our online interactions are now
more social. Our product purchases are often driven by user reviews. We enjoy reading
interesting stories shared with us by our friends and colleagues. We have seen the rise of online
communities where individuals with similar backgrounds or interests can connect to one
another.

Regardless of whether you’ve done traditional marketing online or absolutely none at all,
diving into this unfamiliar territory is not that much of a challenge. To understand the basics
of “social media marketing,” let’s break down the terminology. The idea behind social media
marketing is to leverage the “social” through its “media” (communication and tools) to
“market” to your constituents.

The big idea behind social media marketing that you are focusing on is communication.
Fortunately, communities exist that already have active participants—those passionate about
a specific subject—and better yet, there are numerous tools that can help facilitate this kind of
communication. If you’re a small-business owner or even a member of a corporate entity but
are unfamiliar with this territory, there are many ways to dive in and become part of the
conversation.
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Conversation is a two-way dialogue. Unlike traditional marketing, social media marketers are
required to start listening and talking to their constituents. This is possibly the biggest hurdle
facing a social media marketing initiative. However, have you searched for your product or
brand name today? What are people saying? Don’t you feel compelled to respond?

It’s about time that you began understanding the social media landscape. It’s about time that
you began leveraging the networks where people are already conversing about you to respond
favorably to their feedback or criticisms. It’s about time that you embarked on a social media
marketing initiative.

Organization of the Material
Chapter 1, An Introduction to Social Media Marketing, introduces the concept of social media
marketing and explains its role in today’s online marketing initiatives. This chapter also covers
some of the primary tools used for a social media marketing campaign.

Chapter 2, Goal Setting in a Social Environment, discusses the challenges and hurdles faced in
social media marketing and also explains the various ways to leverage social media marketing
to achieve specific goals.

Chapter 3, Achieving Social Media Mastery: Networking and Implementing Strategy, outlines
tools for monitoring online chatter and what you can do to appease your audience.

Chapter 4, Participation Is Marketing: Getting into the Game, explains how participation online
is critical to success in social media marketing and presents case studies highlighting small and
large businesses achieving success with this tactic. Chapter 4 also discusses another important
part of social media marketing: reputation management.

Chapter 5, Using Blogs to Communicate, Influence, and Learn from Your Constituents,
describes the growth of blogs and explains how to set up a blog from scratch and how to make
it friendly for social media communities.

Chapter 6, Microblogging Magic: How Twitter Can Transform Your Business, illustrates
microblogging service Twitter and explains how to use the service. It also features case studies
of businesses that have successfully navigated the Twitter landscape for marketing gain.

Chapter 7, Getting Social: Facebook, MySpace, LinkedIn, and Other Social Networks, discusses
the primary three social networking sites and explains how you can use them appropriately
for social media marketing gain.

Chapter 8, Informing Your Public: The Informational Social Networks, highlights knowledge
exchange websites such as Wikipedia and Yahoo! Answers and offers insights into how you
can use these networks to establish thought leadership and expertise.

Chapter 9, Leaving Your Mark: How to Rock the Social Bookmarking Space, presents the
concept of social bookmarking sites and explains how to use these services.
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Chapter 10, Social News Brings You Page Views, explains the benefits of content creation for
social news sites and outlines the steps you can take to write great content for, and to become
a successful contributor, to those sites.

Chapter 11, New Media Tactics: Photography, Video, and Podcasting, covers the services that
allow you to promote your photographs and videos and explains how you can become a
rockstar podcaster or videoblogger.

Chapter 12, Sealing the Deal: Putting It All Together, explains the best approach for a successful
social media marketing strategy, especially once you’re armed with the information presented
in the preceding chapters.

Questions and Comments
Please address comments and questions concerning this book to the publisher:

O’Reilly Media, Inc.
1005 Gravenstein Highway North
Sebastopol, CA 95472
800-998-9938 (in the United States or Canada)
707-829-0515 (international or local)
707-829-0104 (fax)

We have a web page for this book, where we list errata, examples, and any additional
information. You can access this page at:

http://www.oreilly.com/catalog/9780596156817

To comment or ask technical questions about this book, send email to:

bookquestions@oreilly.com

For more information about our books, conferences, Resource Centers, and the O’Reilly
Network, see our website at:

http://www.oreilly.com

Safari® Books Online
When you see a Safari® Books Online icon on the cover of your favorite
technology book, that means the book is available online through the O’Reilly
Network Safari Bookshelf.

Safari offers a solution that’s better than e-books. It’s a virtual library that lets you easily search
thousands of top tech books, cut and paste code samples, download chapters, and find quick
answers when you need the most accurate, current information. Try it for free at http://
my.safaribooksonline.com.
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C H A P T E R  O N E

An Introduction to Social Media Marketing

Social media, which relates to the sharing of information, experiences, and perspectives
throughout community-oriented websites, is becoming increasingly significant in our online
world. Thanks to social media, the geographic walls that divide individuals are crumbling, and
new online communities are emerging and growing. Some examples of social media include
blogs, forums, message boards, picture- and video-sharing sites, user-generated sites, wikis,
and podcasts. Each of these tools helps facilitate communication about ideas that users are
passionate about, and connects like-minded individuals throughout the world.

According to the Universal McCann’s Wave 3 report, released in mid-2008,1 social media is
rising and does not seem to be stopping anytime soon. Among all Internet users between the
ages of 16 and 54 globally, the Wave 3 report suggests the following:

• 394 million users watch video clips online

• 346 million users read blogs

• 321 million users read personal blogs

• 307 million users visit friends’ social network profile pages

• 303 million users share video clips

• 202 million users manage profiles on social networks

• 248 million users upload photos

• 216 million users download video podcasts

• 215 million users download audio podcasts

1



• 184 million users start their own blogs

• 183 million users upload video clips

• 160 million users subscribe to RSS feeds

Social media penetration seems to be a continuing trend.

Social media marketing (sometimes referred to by its acronym, SMM) connects service
providers, companies, and corporations with a broad audience of influencers and consumers.
Using social media marketing, companies can gain traffic, followers, and brand awareness—
and that’s just the tip of the iceberg.

THE INTERNET EVOLUTION AND HOW IT RELATES TO SOCIAL
MEDIA MARKETING

Two decades have passed since Tim Berners-Lee invented the World Wide Web. Initially designed
for the physics community,2 Berners-Lee likely never imagined that his project would later become
known as the “information superhighway” and that the Internet would end up interconnecting
millions of computers worldwide, providing vast amounts of information to individuals. Berners-
Lee likely never imagined that the Internet would be accessible to every household and that it would
facilitate communications throughout the world. In the last few years, the Internet has evolved into
a “social web,” connecting like-minded individuals with communities that allow them to express
themselves and engage in lengthy debates at any time of the day.

Ask.com, Lycos, Metacrawler, Altavista, Google, Microsoft Live, Yahoo!, and other search engines
were created with the intention to organize the world’s information. A new discipline known as
search engine optimization (also referred to by its acronym, SEO) became mainstream among
marketers who wanted to understand the nuances of how a search engine wound rank results for
various search phrases. The goal of a search engine optimizer was to have the pages of his client’s
website appear on the first page of search engine results. For example, if a client specialized in the
sale of “blue fish” and an individual was using a search engine to find a “blue fish,” a search engine
optimizer would want his client’s site to show up first in the results.

Individuals are forever searching for information, and search engine optimizers help organize
content on a web page so that their clients’ websites rank higher than the competition’s. Search
engine optimization typically involves the analysis of elements on a particular web page and
enhances them, using available search engine algorithmic knowledge (as seen by repeated success
and observation; search engines naturally keep their algorithms top secret) for heightened visibility
in the search engine results.

Search engine optimization is part of a larger picture, search engine marketing, which encompasses
a variety of other tactics for heightened awareness in the search engines. Before social media
marketing made its foray into the marketing arena, search engine marketing integrated these major
components:
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• Search engine optimization, which focused on on-page factors, including title tags, metatags,
keyword research, and other techniques.

• Link building, an offsite promotional tactic to build quality links from other websites to improve
rankings.

• Pay-per-click, a model that allowed individuals to bid on clicks and to pay for high rankings. In
this model, search engine users saw “sponsored” listings alongside regular “organic” results.
It was typically much easier for businesses to achieve high rankings in this area: the more
money invested in the campaign, the more visibility to the casual surfer (contingent upon other
algorithmic factors).

D E F I N I T I O N
Most search engines contain listings that consist of paid advertisements (sponsored listings)

and unpaid listings, where the placement is based on a highly classified search engine

algorithm that often relates to relevancy, number of inbound links, and other data points.

Organic listings are these unpaid results that often show up on the left side of the search

engine results page.

Where We Are Now
Until recently, the Internet was largely an informational medium. However, in the last couple
of years, the Internet has become increasingly social. We are now looking at websites, habits,
and behaviors of our peers in order to make well-informed and educated decisions about our
next move, be it a buying decision or another endorsed article to read late at night. Websites
such as MySpace and Facebook have emerged to make communication between peers fast and
easy. That’s only the tip of the iceberg, though. Social websites have been built to unify
individuals with similar interests: social news sites that are governed by the “wisdom of
crowds,” social bookmarking sites that allow individuals to discover websites that a large
number of people have already discovered, and niche social networks that unify individuals
under a common interest. As such, a new discipline, social media optimization, also called
social media marketing, has evolved.

What Is Social Media Marketing?
Social media marketing is a process that empowers individuals to promote their websites,
products, or services through online social channels and to communicate with and tap into a
much larger community that may not have been available via traditional advertising channels.
Social media, most importantly, emphasizes the collective rather than the individual.
Communities exist in different shapes and sizes throughout the Internet, and people are talking
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among themselves. It’s the job of social media marketers to leverage these communities
properly in order to effectively communicate with the community participants about relevant
product and service offerings. Social media marketing also involves listening to the
communities and establishing relationships with them as a representative of your company.
As we will discuss later in this book, this is not always the easiest feat.

D E F I N I T I O N
The term social media optimization, which many today equate with social media

marketing, was coined in 2006 by Rohit Bhargava.3 Bhargava explained the concept of social

media marketing as optimizing a site in such a way that written content garners links, which

essentially acts as a trust mechanism and endorsement. Social media optimization also helps

build brand awareness and raise visibility for the marketed product or service.

In essence, social media marketing is about listening to the community and responding in kind,
but for many social media marketers, it also refers to reviewing content or finding a particularly
useful piece of content and promoting it within the vast social sphere of the Internet.

Social media marketing is a newer component of search engine marketing, but it is really in a
class of its own. It does not relate only to searching; it relates to a broad class of word-of-mouth
marketing that has taken the Internet by its horns. Fortunately, the phenomenon is only
growing at this point.

In the end, social media marketing can achieve one or many of the goals listed in the following
sections.

Bringing Traffic to Your Website

Using available social media tools, users endorse approved content for their peers. As soon as
an active user of a social news site or influencer discovers a piece of content and spreads it,
word of mouth commences. The idea is a viral spread, which is heightened by online
communities and the cross-pollination of content on other social media sites. Figure 1-1
illustrates this phenomenon.

Driving Relevant Links to Your Website

Considering that link building is a big part of search engine marketing, social media marketing
eliminates the need to seek out a costly link-building expert and can help build organic links.
When a blogger or website owner discovers a relevant piece of content, the natural instinct is
often to share the content on the website or blog with a direct link to the piece of discovered
content. These links in turn help to communicate to search engines that the blogger or
webmaster has made a decision to endorse the web page, as its content is considered
trustworthy. As many search engine marketers can attest to, the more links to your site, the
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more opportunities you have to be discovered by both readers and visitors, as well as users
looking for related content through searches performed on search engines. Links enhance
discoverability. Social media sites are just a starting point, but with the right content, the gift
of compelling social media content has the potential to give back to the content creator twenty-
fold or more.

Making Consumers Brand-Aware

Obviously, a strong market presence is beneficial for getting business from customers who need
your product or service today. However, creating brand awareness today can also help you in
the future. Consumers who become aware of your brand now, even if they aren’t actively
seeking your product or service, are likely to remember you in the future and seek you out
when they actually do need your product or service. If you leave a positive first impression on
your diverse audience, you will likely reap benefits from exposing it to your product early,
especially since one of the key ideas of social media marketing is recommendations: the idea
behind social media is that friends recommend links, websites, and products to their peers.

FIGURE 1-1. A graphical representation of viral marketing
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Driving Conversions

Given a compelling marketing strategy and creative demonstration, social media marketing
can lead people to purchase the desired product or service. On the contrary, a poor marketing
demonstration will likely cause the consumer to distance himself from the advertised product.
Consider this logic: if you are selling a software product offering and decide to innovate with
a poor-quality video laden with mistakes and monotonous voiceover, how likely is that video
to contribute to increased sales? Presentation and layout are crucial in social media marketing.

Triggering Conversations

If you’re getting links out of your social media strategy, it’s because people are talking about
you. It’s important to note that social media users are seeking out the voices of their peers—
they’re not listening to you as a corporate entity anymore.

What Makes “Social Media” Marketing Different?
Now that we’ve established some of the benefits of social media marketing, it should be clear
that traditional marketing tactics are not as effective as they once were, because consumer trust
in these media forms has declined. Today, information is more easily accessible online, and
more significantly, that information is a lot easier to find. Generations are becoming
increasingly digital-savvy. Text messaging and web activity are becoming second nature (and
are claiming addicts on a daily basis). If a consumer is seeking out information about a particular
product, she won’t necessarily sit down with a cup of coffee and read her favorite magazine to
find information about the product; she is more likely to turn on her computer and look for
reviews and endorsements from other individuals just like her.

Social media marketing is a promising evolving technology with much potential, and there are
successful case studies to back up that sentiment, many of which we will explore in this book.
However, there are other reasons to engage in a solid social media strategy in addition to (or
instead of) traditional marketing strategies. These include:

Social media marketing facilitates natural discovery of new content
Content crafted properly can be exposed to hundreds of new website visitors, from the
casual surfer to the extreme enthusiast, in a very spontaneous fashion. Unlike paid
advertising, which is forced upon web surfers, social media lets visitors view content that
is not necessarily associated with commercial intent. If I like a website because the
marketing piece is hip, innovative, and genuine, I’ll pass it on to my peers using social
media sites and they’ll pass it on to their peers because they also like it. Content can reach
thousands of new eyeballs quickly without interfering with traditional marketing, but
social media marketing does not interfere with other marketing strategies, either.
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Social media marketing boosts traffic numbers
Traffic comes to websites from sources other than search engines, and many of those
sources include social media sites. Once you have established yourself as a community
participant worth following, people will be interested in what you have to share and will
likely pass relevant your blog posts, videos, or articles onto their peers.

Social media marketing builds strong relationships
If you are genuinely paying attention to members of the communities that are part of your
marketing message (or not even associated at all), you can build strong relationships when
you take the time to respond to concerns or feedback. Even communities that are not
necessarily related to your company, brand, product, or service offering have members
who may individually be interested in knowing more about you and what you have to
offer. And since it is so easy to spread your message via word of mouth online, if you really
leave a good impression on those who you interact with on a regular basis, it’s almost
certain that they will recommend you to a peer who is seeking your service or product—
that is, if they believe in it (and you!)

Social Media Marketing Is a Cheap Alternative to Traditional Marketing—
with High Returns

You can certainly hire someone to provide strategy and tactics to bring you success, or you can
integrate social media marketing in-house for much less (though before you do, read this book
first!). Social media marketers still need to understand the rules of engagement, participate in
communities on a regular basis, and capitalize on emerging trends. Such activity will prove to
be highly cost-effective. Buying hundreds of links on untargeted sites, for example, may cost
you thousands of dollars, but if you practice the creative strategy of social media marketing,
the return on investment can be substantially higher. Plus, social media marketing has the
added benefit of heightened awareness about product offerings.

Where is my return on investment?

Maybe you’ve decided to take the plunge and utilize social media marketing in-house. Maybe
you’ve decided to hire a renowned social media marketing consultant to help implement and
then execute your social media strategy. How are you going to measure your return on
investment (ROI) to see if your investment was worth all the effort?

First, if you’re trying to determine how much a social media marketing strategy should cost,
there’s no “one size fits all” approach. Social media marketing simply does not have a fixed
cost. Depending on the scope of the project, social media can vary from hundreds of dollars to
hundreds of thousands of dollars. When pricing out possible consulting engagements, never
put all your eggs in one basket. Look for a fair mix of social sites and communication
opportunities in the most ideal social media marketing campaign.
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N O T E
You never want to work with a consultant who will give you visibility on Digg but ignore

the other sites that exist for a similar purpose.

Now where is your ROI, and how can you tell if your social media marketing strategy is the
right one? Social Media Explorer Jason Falls explains the issue of determining ROI for social
media marketing:4

The problem with trying to determine ROI for social media is you are trying to put numeric

quantities around human interactions and conversations, which are not quantifiable.

Measuring success

Further, social media marketing results cannot be measured immediately. Your strategy does
not work overnight, but rather works over the long term. Like any sort of marketing tactic,
social media marketing puts your product or service in front of a group of users who will be
interested in sharing the offering with their peers, though the process of sharing is only as rapid
as the individuals who want to pass on the content. In an effective campaign, the results should
speak for themselves.

In many instances, social media is also about listening and engagement. Over the long term,
if you see more positive sentiment being expressed about your company, that should be a win
in itself.

There is no “one size fits all” strategy that works with everyone. Each product and service is
different. Each online community is different. By communicating with the right group of
people online and then revising your strategy as needed based on feedback, you will likely see
some incredibly valuable results that will help you sell your product—or you’ll go back to the
drawing board.

Later in this book, you will be introduced to tools that will help to measure success—all
depending on your goals—and you will be able to tweak your campaigns effectively based on
the response to your strategies.

Let’s face it: the online world is becoming saturated. There are a substantial number of
individuals now flocking to the Internet to find answers and get direction. It’s time you talk to
those people, especially since they may have questions about a product or service that you may
have the answers for.

With social media marketing, you’ll see that if your outreach efforts are received well, you’ll
gain a percentage of supporters. As these supporters spread the word about your offering, you
will gain additional supporters. With the right targeting and proper message, gaining loyal
followers will allow you to build up a group of individuals who will be willing and able to act
when you launch a new desirable service offering. This is so much easier to do online because
the message is so much easier to spread.
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If you are looking for a sure-shot way to achieve fast results, this book is not for you. Like any
marketing discipline, social media marketing takes diligence, effort, and persistence. By reading
this book, you will understand how to:

• Establish goals for your social media marketing campaigns

• Create a strategy for executing your social marketing efforts

• Communicate effectively with the communities you intend to target

• Take charge of the conversation, even if it’s not on your website

• Gain exposure from participating among many social channels

• Utilize social media to handle a reputation management crisis

• Utilize blogs and bloggers to send messages to larger groups of individuals

• Leverage existing sites to market your products

• Craft content that is currently “hot” within many social media circles

A Brief Introduction to Social Media Portals
Fortunately, there are already a number of portals available online that can empower you, as
a marketer, to start spreading your message. Innovation, too, can bring success, though it’s not
the only way. There are already so many sites that have been built around the idea of the
collective mindset, and it is your responsibility—if not your duty—to understand the
communities that frequent these social sites and leverage them for your benefit while also
giving back to the community.

N O T E
The emphasis here is that people want to know you are providing something valuable to

them. Communities will not respond if your intentions are selfish in nature. Later in the

book, we will discuss how to work with communities to spread the message.

With social media portals, your current and potential customers can associate themselves with
you and your brand. They do this by bookmarking a page on a social bookmarking site,
becoming your fan on a Facebook product page, and voting up a story on a social news site,
among other tactics. In this section, you will learn some of the more popular social media
portals—not at all intended to be an exhaustive list (as there are new ones cropping up from
day to day). Later, you will learn how to leverage these networks to spread your message.

Social News Sites

Social news sites rely on the collective to vote on news stories that individuals think should be
exposed to a larger audience. In essence, when a story is submitted to a site, it has one vote.
The goal of social news sites is to get the story enough votes (which may vary per social news
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site) to hit the front page. Since thousands upon thousands of visitors often do not venture
farther than the front page of social news sites, getting your story there can bring hundreds of
thousands of visitors to your site in a short while, with the added benefit of getting targeted
links from influencers. The reason for this is that popular social news sites are regularly visited
by bloggers, journalists, and other influencers who try to find their writing inspiration from
content that is on the front page of these sites. If the community already publicly endorsed this
content, it’s fair game for the writers to pass on to their readers. Some social news sites are
covered in this section.

Digg
By far, Digg is the most popular site at the moment for sharing information socially. Digg
was originally launched in late 2004 with an emphasis on technology news, but it changed
its game plan in early 2008 to target a much wider audience.5

reddit
Launched in 2005, reddit is known as the second most popular news site. reddit found big
success in January 2008 when it launched subreddits, which enable users to create their
own categories in which to submit stories.6 As a reddit user, you can subscribe to specific
categories and get the content that you want without the clutter of other news.

Mixx
Mixx is an up-and-coming social news contender that was founded in late 2007. It is one
of the smaller social news sites, but has an incredibly passionate and active community.

Social Bookmarking Sites

Social bookmarking sites allow you to store your favorite sites, often with metadata (tags, for
example) to be retrieved at another time or in another place. While some people use social
bookmarking just so that they can access their bookmarks from several computers without
feeling tied down to any single location, social bookmarking also allows you to discover new
content saved by your peers. By default, social bookmarks are public, though there are options
to make the bookmarks private. The more popular social bookmarking sites are covered in this
section.

delicious
This social bookmarking giant is now owned by Yahoo!. The site boasts more than 5 million
users and more than 150 million URLs. On July 31, 2008, delicious launched a newly
redesigned site that boasted impressive speeds, enhanced sorting, and a stronger emphasis
on networks.

StumbleUpon
StumbleUpon is a unique kind of social bookmarking site. It allows you to discover content
using a toolbar. When you click Stumble!, you are shown a site tailored to your interests
(per your specifications when you registered). You can then provide feedback to the
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service as to whether you like the content or not. Based on your feedback, StumbleUpon
provides additional (or fewer) pages on the specific topic.

Social Networks

Social networks are the websites that you use to let individuals know exactly who you are or
establish a profile to find others with similar interests. Often used to connect with old friends
or to find new ones, social networks are some of the most popular sites on the Internet. Three
of the key social networks are covered in this section.

Facebook
College student Mark Zuckerberg launched Facebook in 2004 to allow other college
students to keep in touch with their friends. Now Facebook is one of the most popular
websites in the U.S. has been growing virally throughout the world.

MySpace
MySpace is another popular social network. Founded in 2003, it has grown to over 100
million accounts and was acquired by News Corporation in 2006.

LinkedIn
Launched in mid-2003, LinkedIn is a network that connects professionals in all disciplines
all over the world. LinkedIn is intended for those who are business-oriented, and is best
described as a “virtual resume” and social network connecting professionals who have
interacted with one another in both the personal and professional realms.

Everything Else

Social news, social bookmarking, and social networks are the main social sites at present, but
they are not the only sites that allow you to share your content. Whether your passion is
knowledge, photography, or video, there is an ever-growing number of websites that let you
share and spread information with an audience who may already be willing to listen.

The Web As a Means of Giving Consumers a Voice
Prior to the advent of the social networking sphere, you had to have a substantial amount of
money to share your content on the Web. To establish a web presence, you needed to hire a
savvy web developer and a knowledgeable graphic designer. You also needed a domain name
(approximately $70/year), and most importantly, web hosting space. That’s why, until the turn
of the century, the only professional websites were ones owned by companies. Few individuals
really had their own personal web spaces.

In the past several years, however, numerous things have changed. First, social sites emerged
and gave us the ability to create our personal space on the Internet. Not only that, those social
sites let us connect with others who had common interests or backgrounds.
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Second, social web applications have become increasingly popular. In the previous section, I
described some of these applications that are hosted by various companies and give users the
ability to set up their own profiles and establish relationships. Additionally, open source
applications (such as MovableType,WordPress, Drupal, and Joomla) allow individuals to
become their own publishers. These applications have evolved substantially in the last few
years and can be set up by just about anyone with an Internet connection, as they do not
require extensive technical know-how. Savvy web developers and knowledgeable graphic
designers are still being sought out, but some applications exist that eliminate the need for
some web designers, and there are thousands of open source (and cheap) themes that eliminate
the need for a costly graphic designer.

Third, domain names have become more easily accessible and affordable. The dot-com domain
names are likely all taken (unless you can think of something imaginative that nobody else
has considered), but new domain name extensions are being released on a fairly consistent
basis, with the recent launch of .me and .tv domains. The more popular domain name
extensions now cost between $7 and $10 per year.

Fourth, web hosting has also become a lot cheaper. If you want to create and manage your
own personal space, you can download the open source applications and install them quickly
on your web host. Whereas hosting may have cost a few hundred dollars before 2000 (and
data delivery was a lot slower), now even children have their own web spaces and the cost is
a fraction of what it was in 1999, with significantly faster speeds.

Before social media, you heard about new products through traditional forms of marketing:
newspapers, magazines, or perhaps television commercials. Those tried and true tactics are no
longer as powerful as they once appeared to be. Before social media, you would use the same
traditional media channels to read about a bad company or a great one from consumers who
had firsthand experience. Nowadays, the picture has changed.

With cheaper and faster technology, the Internet has evolved into a different kind of beast.
Moreover, the extent of communications now travels farther than imaginable. Performing a
search using your favorite search engine indicates just how far we have come. In 2001, a search
for Comcast on Google yielded the results shown in Figure 1-2.

Today, the same Google search doesn’t give you quite the same information, and that
information is no longer controlled by a single entity (see Figure 1-3).

As shown on the search results page for the 2008 search, the expected results for “Comcast”
appear—there are numerous links for the company’s website and its various divisions (and for
viewing the company’s financial information), as well as news stories related to Comcast.
Further down, however, you see social media finding its way to the top of the search results.
First, you can see Wikipedia, the user-generated encyclopedia of information about public
companies and notable individuals, among other informative topics. Perhaps more alarmingly,
a potentially troublesome YouTube clip has found its way to the first page of the search results.
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The Wikipedia and YouTube social sites have beat out over 34.7 million pages to appear on the
first page for a very simple and common web search.

Now that web technology is cheaper and content is produced more easily, the Web has become
a means of giving consumers a voice, and as shown in the Comcast example in Figure 1-3, that
voice may not be in your company’s favor. In 2001, it was unheard of to start a blog and
complain that you were unhappy with the delivery of goods. Only recently have websites
emerged that are dedicated to letting consumers fight back or rant about poor service. Blogs
are now media for complaints about products and services (among other innocuous ramblings).
Reputation management, or responding to negative mentions of your company or product on
the Web, has blossomed as an industry within the social media marketing/search engine
marketing sphere.

There appears to be no shortage of negative press about products (there is positive press, too,
but as many of us know, the good stuff simply doesn’t spread as much as the bad stuff does),
and the Internet has allowed consumers to seek reparations for injustices and to ramble about

FIGURE 1-2. 2001 Google search results for “Comcast”
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their dislike of a particular product. Since negative publicity is often most talked about, this
also means that people are sharing these stories and likely linking to them as well. The more
links to a story, the higher the stories are (usually) ranked in the search results. That’s why
you see a video of a sleeping Comcast employee on the front page of the Google search results.
If you look at the whole picture and the entire search results for Comcast on that particular
results page, that video is probably the most interesting link.

This proves that the Web is giving everyone the opportunity to share whatever they deem
relevant to their audience. It’s easy to set up an account and start criticizing the editor of your
newspaper or to openly disapprove of the way your school board is handling discipline
problems within your district. Sometimes a single blog post, if ranked well (and discussed
enough), can adversely affect your business, especially since consumers are often seeking out
reviews of companies before taking the plunge. If that negative press is highly visible, it’s likely
that consumers looking to make a purchase decision may look to a competitor who isn’t facing
bad press.

FIGURE 1-3. 2008 Google search results for “Comcast”
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It’s Time to Join the Conversation
What do you do when you discover that someone is speaking ill of your company on her
website or on another web channel that is accessible by the general public? The traditional
approach would be to sit back and wait for the wave of complaints to stop. Today, with the
ease of spreading information, that is not the ideal approach. Instead, joining in the
conversation may be the best route you can take.

In the past, consumers would simply soak up what they read in print media and what they
watched on commercials. Consumers had a limited floor upon which to give feedback to the
message providers. We called this a monologue. This old way of communicating has changed,
however. The Internet has facilitated two-way conversation. Conversations about your
product are happening online regardless of whether or not you are participating in them.

Marketers have the responsibility to be ahead of the curve and to pay attention to these
conversations. They should understand how individuals perceive companies and products
online, and they should engage in a fully transparent dialogue with openness and honesty.
The marketer who speaks to those who will listen and will actually engage in the two-way
dialogue on a consistent basis—on matters good and bad—is the marketer who will be able to
build trust and drive those sought-out conversions.

Take the lead and don’t languish in the echo chamber. Seize the opportunity and join the
conversation. Consumers in this digital era appreciate transparency and communicative
entities, and it’s never too late to communicate with your constituents. They’re waiting.

Content Is Not King (Not by Itself, at Least)
There’s a very common saying in the search engine marketing sphere: content is king.

In other words, you can write everything and your visitors will come. You can start a blog and
just keep writing. Eventually, people will find you and become loyal followers. You can write
an exhaustive article on a topic about which you are incredibly knowledgeable, and hope that
the right people eventually discover that article and share it with their friends. That is the
meaning of the “content is king” mantra.

This idea by itself, however, is not entirely true. How many times have you accidentally
stumbled on a great article online that nobody seems to be talking about? Chances are, it
happens more often than not.

Gary Vaynerchuk, host of the popular online TV show Wine Library, uses a more appropriate
slogan: content is king, but marketing is queen (and the queen rules the household).

The bottom line is that you can’t just write something and let it sit there. How will people find
your content if you don’t disperse it appropriately to the right communities, or if you don’t
share it with anyone at all? The key takeaway is that marketing is part of the mix, and if you
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are producing content in the online realm, it is crucial to leverage the social media community
to spread that message and share the information with the individuals who will absorb it and
pass it on.

I’ll end this section with another important quote, from Michael Gray, a search engine
optimization expert:

Building quality content without [marketing] is like locking William Shakespeare in a room to

write for himself.

Are You Ready for Social Media Marketing?
You’ve read this far and are intrigued by the benefits of social media marketing. Yet are you
ready to take the plunge into a vastly different communication tactic? Some companies are
not at all prepared, and some simply won’t ever achieve the success that they are hoping for.
The reason for this is that they are not willing to give up control of the conversation. They are
afraid that when they introduce the community into the discussion, they may not hear what
they want to hear, and their responses (or lack thereof) can distort the public’s perception even
further. Unfortunately for those who are unwilling to innovate and dedicate resources to these
peer-to-peer channels, social media is here to stay.

There are two main considerations when assessing your readiness to embrace social media
marketing.

You Must Be Willing to Give Up Control of the Message

Today, everyone can be a content creator. After all, there are hundreds of thousands of websites
on which individuals can be publishers, and it takes little to no effort. People are using these
sites to talk about you.

Companies need to acknowledge that they can no longer easily control their messages.
Marketers now have the ability to influence and cultivate the message through their own
communication channels and through regular community participation, but they are now
contending with hundreds of thousands of customers who have a soundboard to articulate
their own thoughts about the company and product offerings. Marketers should listen—not
ignore—these messages, as they can provide some deep insights into the presentation of the
product and the actual marketing message, and companies may find suggestions on how to
improve.

You Must Be Willing to Dedicate Time and Energy to Achieve These Goals

In the digital space, the truth of the matter is that not everybody gets it. Getting it doesn’t
happen overnight, either. It will be necessary to allocate the resources to achieve the goals.
This will often require manpower.
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It’s also important to note that the initial time commitment will probably be substantial. You’ll
have to study communities, learn the proper rules of etiquette (some sites may demand
different rules than others), and figure out how to respond based on what is acceptable within
the community. Over time, as you gain knowledge, the time commitment will be less
significant, but you’ll still have to keep abreast of developments in the field in order to stay
ahead of the curve. Building and maintaining trust will require a consistent time commitment,
as you reinforce your involvement in the community and remind your constituents that you
are a participant in the community for the long haul.

So What’s Next?
There are online conversations about your company, product, or service going on right now,
and they will happen regardless of your participation. It is your responsibility as a marketer to
find out exactly what people are saying and how they perceive you. By becoming involved,
you can facilitate that conversation, sway your audience, and engage community participants
in a dialogue that will be beneficial to both them and the entity that you represent. Such an
engagement can translate into tremendous successes for your marketing message, from
reputation management to increased brand awareness, and then some. What are you waiting
for?

Summary
Social media usage is on the rise with billions of frequent online interactions, and as such,
social media marketing is a great way to connect consumers with companies and brands.

Social media marketing is about listening to and sharing great content with the collective. This
helps drive links, raise brand awareness, increase conversions, and kick-start conversations.
This is a much more powerful tactic than the old practice of traditional advertising; the old
strategies are no longer as effective.

One of the biggest challenges of social media marketing is measuring your ROI. Much of social
media is not that easy to measure; you can’t put a numeric value on buzz and quality of
conversation.

Social media portals, where conversations are ongoing and marketing messages can be
conveyed (if done right), exist in all across the Internet. We reviewed social news sites, social
bookmarking sites, and social networks in this chapter, but many other portals exist as well.

Social media is making its way into search results, and you have the opportunity to join in on
the conversation. It’s not in the best interests of your company to sit back and let that
conversation continue without stepping in to influence it.
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You may have a great product or an excellent whitepaper that will help boost your brand, but
without marketing it via social media, nobody will discover it. After all, content is not king
(not by itself, at least).

To be sure you’re ready for social media marketing, you will have to give up control of the
message and dedicate time for the task. In later chapters, we’ll look at which strategies are most
effective.

Endnotes
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C H A P T E R  T W O

Goal Setting in a Social Environment

Before you embark on a social media marketing campaign, you need to clearly articulate and
understand exactly what it is that you intend to achieve. What are you hoping to accomplish?
Are you looking for more eyeballs, conversions, or both? In this chapter, we’ll review the
essential steps required to develop your social media marketing campaign and offer solutions
for a variety of scenarios that such a campaign can address.

It’s important to acknowledge that social media marketing, without goal setting, can turn out
badly. Social media marketing is about real, personal relationships. As such, you must listen
and respond appropriately. It takes research and careful planning to determine how you will
engage with community constituents. If you are jumping into the game without being aware
of your surroundings and your space, the consequences can be disastrous. For example, most
homeowners are not very appreciative of telemarketer intrusions during dinner. In the online
space, the sentiment is similar. People can choose who to listen to and who to weed out. If
your mission is to “sell, sell, sell,” and not to “give, give, give,” you will fail because people are
no longer receptive to forceful marketing tactics. Clearly outlining the goals of your campaign
and then carefully reviewing the steps that are required to achieve these goals will give you a
better grasp of your needs and how to attain them.

The Hurdle: Overcoming Fear About an Uncontrolled Message
In Chapter 1, we briefly discussed the biggest fear of companies and brands as it relates to social
media and social media marketing: giving up control of the message. In traditional media, the
conversation was one-way. You spoke, and an audience listened. Today, the communications
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climate has drastically altered: we’re facing a medium that is composed of millions of people
who can actually contribute to or detract from a marketing message. Thus, social media
marketing is inherently social. It is a two-way conversation. Brands, marketers, and companies
talk, but this time, the audience is part of the discussion. There is a balance of power between
you (the representative of the brand) and the people (those representing the market).

Consider a site like Amazon.com. Amazon offers millions of products from books to home
repair products, and its marketplace is very interactive. A popular product can easily have
thousands of reviews. Clearly, as Figure 2-1 shows, brands and products are heavily discussed
on a consumer-to-consumer level.

FIGURE 2-1. Thousands of customers review web products

Yet there are hundreds of thousands of ongoing conversations elsewhere on the Internet.
Where are these conversations occurring? As this book suggests, websites that allow users to
create their own virtual spaces can foster and ignite these discussions. A customer who is
disgruntled about poor service and support (poor package handling by a shipping company,
disappointment over a contractor who did not deliver what was promised, or anger over a
restaurant that undercooked an expensive ribeye steak, for example) could easily launch a blog
where he will, if he wishes, discuss his dissatisfaction and possibly use the personal web space
as a grounds to tear apart the reputation of the company. On the other hand, satisfied customers
have also launched web pages and uploaded videos that show enthusiasm for products they
have purchased or services they benefit from. The conversations can go both ways to express
both positive and negative emotions. Standalone and noninteractive pages can crop up and
contribute to the conversation. Blogs often showcase positive (and negative) experiences from
companies and products. With social media monitoring and engagement, access to this
sentiment and information is available to businesses for free.
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THE POSITIVE (BUT MOSTLY THE NEGATIVE):
WHERE TO READ (HORROR) STORIES

Numerous websites exist solely to highlight companies in a positive or negative light. The sole
purpose of these sites is often to share stories about interactions with particular companies and to
create a connection between the consumer and the brand. Some of these sites include:

Get Satisfaction
Get Satisfaction is a people-powered customer service portal. It offers to connect customers
with the employees of the companies they’re concerned about. Notable companies on Get
Satisfaction include O’Reilly, Adobe, Whole Foods, Timbuk2, Apple, BBC, and Mozilla.

The Better Business Bureau Complaints Portal
Not so much a “social media” site as we know it, the BBB takes complaints about businesses
both online and offline, which are accessible by the general public via a site search.

Ripoff Report
ROR lets disgruntled consumers share their stories with other disgruntled consumers.

Yelp and Merchant Circle
Yelp and Merchant Circle both allow real people to write reviews about businesses that they’ve
had personal experience with.

Consumerist
Consumerist is a consumer affairs blog that highlights stories, both positive and negative, about
consumers’ experiences with companies and corporations.

Consumers now have a real voice on the Internet, and that voice is becoming louder. With most of
the aforementioned tools, unhappy customers already have forums to share their feelings with
communities of individuals in similar situations who can relate and offer advice. They can use any
of the these sites to kick things off, or they can use their own web spaces and other social channels
to alert the entire world to their sentiments.

There are numerous tools that you can use to monitor these conversations, and we will explore them
later in this book.

The new media mindset emphasizing two-way communication is critical: it’s important to have
a conversation with someone, rather than speaking to someone. In fact, it really can be a win-
win situation for anyone who opts to engage in social media marketing. However, those
looking to proceed with a social media marketing model must employ other tactics as well.
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Transparency Is Critical

Social media marketing is all about disclosure, or transparency. If you educate your audience
about your primary goals and core values, and let your constituents know exactly what you
are doing right and wrong in your company, you will have nothing to fear about social media.
Being upfront about your objectives is becoming increasingly important, as suggested by the
Times, which stated that “fake bloggers will be named and shamed.”1 If you are not upfront
throughout the entire duration of your campaign, someone may eventually find out your true
objectives and you’ll have a lot of cleaning up to do to reestablish your online reputation.
Consider social media marketing your modern-day public relations.

LACK OF TRANSPARENCY: EDELMAN’S WAL-MART CAMPAIGN
In 2006, Wal-Mart launched a blog called “Wal-Marting Across America.” The premise behind this
blog was to chronicle the journey of two working-class Americans who were traveling the country
and spending the night in Wal-Mart parking lots.

The problem? The blog was not a product of Wal-Mart—not entirely, that is. It was, in actuality, a
fake blog orchestrated by Wal-Mart’s public relations firm, Edelman.

When the identities of the bloggers behind “Wal-Marting Across America” were discovered, there
was a public relations fiasco for the involved parties. Bloggers and news outlets everywhere
expressed their distrust in the participants and cited concerns regarding ethical word-of-mouth
marketing.2 The two bloggers who were hired for this Wal-Mart promotional tactic were initially
under attack and intense scrutiny for their involvement, but at the end of the day, those blamed for
the failed mission were Wal-Mart and Edelman.

Today, “Wal-Marting Across America” no longer exists.

Being upfront with your constituents is incredibly frightening if you are unprepared. However,
full disclosure has its benefits. If you make a business decision, it’s important to communicate
its upsides and downsides. If you make a mistake, it’s important to own up to it and to let your
customers know that you are putting them first. Keeping the floor open for comments and
feedback and responding in kind is what social media marketing is all about.
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OPENING UP ABOUT YOUR MISSTEPS: JETBLUE’S PROMISE TO ITS
CUSTOMERS

Valentine’s Day 2007 was a bad time for JetBlue. Weather conditions caused flights to be cancelled,
then rescheduled, and then cancelled again. For some flights that weren't canceled outright, the
airline instead left passengers stranded on planes for hours. This operational crisis resulted in
negative publicity and lost trust from its stakeholders.

JetBlue could have remained silent, but instead it acknowledged publicly that it had wronged its
customers. CEO David Neeleman said he was mortified. JetBlue published full-page online and print
advertisements saying, “We are sorry and embarrassed. But most of all, we are deeply sorry.”

The apology continued in a YouTube video in which Neeleman spoke directly to his stakeholders
with an apology that pundits have agreed was authentic.3

The lesson learned is that companies should not sit on their mistakes. Transparency means being
open from the get-go, but also acknowledging if that you’ve committed a sin and sincerely promising
that you will never commit it again.

To date, JetBlue has made good on its promise.

Listening Is Required

A two-way conversation means that you, as a marketer, are spreading your own business
message, but you are also listening to what is being said about your products and messages.
Listening itself is not enough, since your presence may go unnoticed; by responding, you
reinforce the relationship with your audience and let it know that you value its insights. A
successful social media marketer maintains accounts on all social media platforms and responds
when appropriate. Yoono, a browser-powered social network, has preached the importance of
social media engagement across several networks. Regan Fletcher, Vice President of Business
Development at Yoono, said the following in an interview with me about the importance of
listening:

For a startup developing a consumer tool, the most important resource we can tap into is

feedback from users and potential users, even when that feedback is negative. Especially when

that feedback is negative! Generating feedback from different social media outlets has helped

Yoono to launch a consumer tool without the high cost of formal focus groups. We still plan to

organize a real focus group in the future, but that will come after we’ve implemented feedback

from users who follow us on our blog, Twitter, Facebook, or FriendFeed. And when we do

actually sit down to plan a true focus group, we’ll use social media to help organize and attract

participants instead of hiring someone to do it for us. We actually did contact a couple companies

that organize focus groups, and the first quote we received was $230,000! I’ve used the
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expression “my jaw dropped” many times before, but this time, it literally did. That kind of

money supports our entire company (salaries, office space in two countries, servers, travel) for

more than two months!

Once we saw some of the user feedback generated on Twitter and Facebook, we looked for ways

we could expand beyond our current users. We organized a series of Social Media Camps where

users could talk in BarCamp-style (that is, user-generated-conference-style) about how they

were marketing with social media. We learned a lot from these events, but the very first lesson

came a month before the first event and could not have happened in the pre–social media world.

We designed a logo for Social Media Camp, put it up on Flickr, and invited feedback. Right away,

people told us it was too corporate and strayed from the spirit of BarCamp. We made some

changes and came up with something that everyone liked, but more importantly, showed our

community that we were open to their feedback and willing to act upon it.

Regardless of whether or not you choose to embark on a social media marketing campaign,
you will be talked about. It’s better to engage in a two-way dialogue that will provide you with
insights into your constituency and feedback on ways to improve. And as Yoono showed, the
more active you are within the social media communities, the greater the chances you have
to develop genuine relationships with your target customers—and then some.

THE COST OF SILENCE: THE DELL CASE STUDY
As early as 2005, social media began to have an impact on customer relations. When his laptop
malfunctioned, influential blogger Jeff Jarvis used his blog to express his dissatisfaction with Dell’s
“appalling” customer service. After several blog posts, Dell remained unresponsive to his multiple
requests for help, and Jarvis was frustrated. Finally, he wrote an open letter to the company’s CEO
on his blog.4 His blog post had over 10,000 views in a short period of time, and to date, has over 700
comments, many from individuals who also felt like they had received poor customer support from
the PC manufacturer. After the media picked up on Jarvis’s rant, Dell made an effort to contact him
and ultimately issued him a refund for his problematic machine.

Most significant, however, was Dell’s follow-up response and how it ultimately showed that the
company was nurturing bloggers and social media participants rather than ignoring them. After the
Jarvis incident, Dell decided to launch its Direct2Dell blog, which gave the company a human voice.
In February of 2007, Dell launched IdeaStorm.com to solicit advice and feedback from Dell computer
owners. Dell leverages user input on the site to determine what customers are seeking from Dell
products.

And, of course, Dell is still following bloggers. In a follow-up article by BusinessWeek,5 Jarvis
acknowledged that negative blog posts about Dell have decreased from 49% to 22%.
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Asking the Right Questions: Setting Goals for Your Campaign
Before you actually embark on your social media marketing campaign, you must clearly define
your goals by asking yourself what you are trying to achieve. Some social media marketing
campaigns arise from the need to push negative results out of the search engine results pages
(see the Comcast example in Chapter 1). In this case, you are aiming for two different goals:
reputation management and new links that will emphasize other relevant pages in the search
engine results.

Let’s discuss the various goals of a potential social media campaign and review scenarios where
these goals can be applied.

There are several possible widely known social media marketing objectives that a campaign
can allow you to achieve. Later in this chapter, we will get more granular in our goal-setting
methods.

Increased Traffic

One of the primary objectives for many social media marketing campaigns is to increase traffic,
either among a relevant audience, or in a general effort to gain more eyeballs with the hopes
that a fraction of them will be relevant. Social media campaigns of this type may focus on
generic social sites or pitch to bloggers who cover a wide variety of topics. Increased traffic can
thus be either highly relevant or not relevant at all. However, this may be the exact goal of the
social media marketing campaign.

What does increased traffic do for you?

Increased traffic typically translates to higher rankings on sites like Alexa or Quantcast, both
popular site-ranking tools. This can result in raised prices for advertising costs if marketers and
content creators aim to monetize their own content. A site that boasts 5 million monthly
unique page views can easily make the argument that its ads should cost $5,000 versus a site
that only achieves 50 unique visitors a month.

Because increased traffic often correlates with increased trust, other opportunities are available
as well. Increased traffic can aid in the success of other social media objectives, such as brand
awareness, reputation management, and improved search rankings.

There’s just one catch…

When the traffic boost to the website is not relevant, bounce rates are very high. In many
instances, visitors are not interacting with the website and will only be interested in the content
being shared directly through social channels. Sometimes, this can be attributed to the lack of
a call for action. Most importantly, the social media marketing campaign should aim to increase
traffic that is relevant. For example, at a recent conference I attended, a disability website
marketing director complained that her extremely social media–friendly content, which earned
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hundreds of thousands of visitors in a short period of time via social news site Digg, was not
converting into real long-term visitors who would stay on the site and engage with the actual
disability site subject matter. She was upset that she invested in a “great blogger” who provided
valuable content, but that the site’s visitors would consume the social-media friendly content
and then leave shortly thereafter. One sample piece of content was related to photographs of
funky urinals. The urinals had absolutely no relevancy to the mission or goal of the disability
website, and naturally, visitors did not venture beyond the Digg submission.

D E F I N I T I O N
A bounce rate is the percentage of visitors who enter and exit a website on the same page

without visiting any other pages on the site in between. A visitor who contributes to the

bounce rate goes to the linked-to web page and immediately exits without any site

engagement.

When crafting a social media marketing message, if your goals are to get targeted traffic and
maintain a percentage of your visitors and convert them into regular community participants
who frequently engage on the site, you must ensure that you maintain some relevancy. Tie in
your social media marketing message with the mission of the site. While social media crowds
love the zany and unique content, if the content itself is not at all related to your site’s core
values, your bounce rate will be substantially high.

Increased Brand Awareness

If executed properly, social media marketing can have a profound effect on brand awareness.
A study performed by Immediate Future6 found that a brand’s engagement in the social media
sphere has a direct correlation with the reputation of the brand. Immediate Future found that
popular brands have very heavy involvement in social media spheres, though there is not one
social network or facilitator that enables this communication. Engagement across several social
networks has bolstered brand awareness.

When companies choose to embrace social media enthusiasts, another unique shift occurs.
Brands that embrace individuals who speak both positively and negatively of products and
services, and that indicate that they are actually listening to their constituents, have seen
another paradigm: they have the power and ability to turn those individuals into brand
ambassadors, individuals who can positively advocate the brand.

A brand ambassador or brand evangelist is an incredibly powerful tool for social media
marketing efforts. In general, when individuals consider buying products or services, they will
perform initial research online before they choose to purchase or abandon the conversion
process. Consumers often are resistant to the marketing message put out by companies, but
they are not as resistant to recommendations and stories from their peers. They would much
rather hear from real people than from individuals who are clearly representing the company.
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The trust is simply not there. Empowering brand ambassadors can be extremely valuable to
your company.

Improved Search Engine Rankings

A successful social media marketing campaign can generate hundreds to thousands of links
because viewers will want to share the campaign’s web page with their friends, family, or—if
they’re web influencers—their audience. Essentially, social media marketing is a modern-day
link -building strategy that encourages creativity and keeps you from having to hunt for the
right webmaster to link to the content. While search engines’ algorithms are not
straightforward, one thing is certain: the more links that are pointing to your pages, the more
likely you are to raise your search engine rankings.

Reputation Management

Somewhat related to improved search engine rankings is the impact of social media on
reputation management. Social media can aid reputation management in many ways (and will
be explored in more detail in Chapter 4). It’s apparent in the Comcast example in Chapter 1
that social media sites are visible in the search engines, and these pages can be ranked quite
highly. Quite the same way, you should take a proactive stance toward social media to promote
your company and brand. Why? Social sites are given a measure of trust by search engines,
and by creating your own company profile on these sites, you can have a presence in search
engines that may help push down the negative results. Further, great content that a lot of
people link to (often utilizing social media methodologies) can also push negative search results
so that they are less visible.

Search engine rankings are only part of the equation, however. Companies can use reputation
management tactics to avert publicity disasters by turning negative experiences into very
positive ones. With social media monitoring and conversation tracking, companies can turn
negative past incidents into positive growth experiences for companies and their brands. In
fact, as we will see in several case studies later in this book, some companies have transformed
what could have been serious reputation issues into incredibly powerful marketing messages.

Increased Sales in Your Product or Service

Social media tactics, such as user-generated reviews and video tours, can increase sales in
products or services. Several studies have been conducted over the past few years to support
this claim. Among them, these studies from 2007 and 2008 show that social media does have
an impact on increased sales:

• A 2008 Nuance Communications study performed by the Society for New
Communications Research for7 shows that a hefty number (nearly 75%) of study
participants purchased products and retailers based on peer recommendations. The
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influential social media sites referenced in the study included discussion forums, blogs,
and online rating systems.

• A SellPoint study conducted by Coremetrics8 found that users were more likely to buy
products after viewing video tours, translating to a 35% increase in sales. The study tested
over 1 million shoppers’ behavior on the CompUSA website over a 60-day period.

When individuals are looking to purchase a particular product, they will likely turn to the
Internet and read the reviews from their peers before they take the plunge. Of course, improved
brand awareness can contribute to higher conversions as well.

Established Thought Leadership

If you possess knowledge that individuals are seeking out, social media marketing can work in
your favor. Social media engagement, especially though channels that encourage the sharing
of ideas and tools, can help you establish yourself as an expert. Many bloggers who have been
writing on a regular basis have found themselves in a higher status online due to the ubiquitous
reach of the Internet: they have become established subject-matter experts who are able to
educate not only their own customers, but also peers who seek out their advice. As such,
individuals who are able to establish themselves as thought leaders can forge new friendships
and build new business relationships both through new customers and other “experts” in the
field.

D E F I N I T I O N
A thought leader is an individual whose knowledge and expertise has positioned him as an

expert among his peers.

Social Media Marketing Scenarios

Social media, then, can do many things: it can increase traffic to your site, increase brand
awareness, improve your search engine rankings, act as a reputation management tool,
increase sales in your product and service, and help you establish yourself as an authority.

Now let’s outline numerous scenarios that can benefit from social media marketing to some
extent. These examples are just a few possible implementations of social media marketing
campaigns.

Scenario: An online publication seeks additional page views and traffic

In the scenario where online publications, particularly those dependent upon CPM advertising,
look for traffic and page views, social media is an incredibly viable tactic. After all, by writing
the right piece of content on the variety of already existing social media channels, you can
easily get hundreds of thousands of page views. In a particular campaign run in August 2008,
a popular publication received a 353% increase in visitors by utilizing social channels. The
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strategy entailed researching the social sites that would be receptive to the content, submitting
the content to them, and sharing the submission directly with individuals who were likely to
pass the articles on to their peers. This, in turn, became an exercise in viral marketing. The
most successful of the social submissions received tens of thousands of unique visitors to the
original article in a short period of time and consequently garnered hundreds of links and
bookmarks.

It’s important to note that not all content will work on social media channels. Finding the
appropriate content, packaging it correctly so that social media crowds will appreciate how it
is displayed, and then submitting it to the right social sites with a good title, description, and
tags is very important.

Scenario: You have a product and want to get the word out

There are many different social media marketing approaches that may work with new product
offerings. One example is blogger outreach. In 2005, Andrew Milligan from beanbag company
Sumo Lounge was in a marketing quandary. He had a great product—versatile beanbag chairs
—but didn’t have the marketing budget to pay for ads. Instead, he contacted numerous blogs
and asked if they would consider reviewing his products on their sites. Over a period of three
years, he sent beanbag chairs to numerous bloggers who then used their personal web spaces
to talk about the product. As a result, Milligan saw an initial increase of 500% in sales with a
positive ROI from year to year. Sumo Lounge, which was once insolvent, became a
multimillion-dollar company with success that can be attributed directly to reaching out to
bloggers and having them review the product. Milligan says, “Altogether it was a lot of work
but it was well worth it and paid off in the end.”

Other strategies, such as creating videos, can yield product awareness. In May 2008, a video
titled “Why Every Guy Should Buy Their Girlfriend a Wii Fit”9 was uploaded to YouTube. The
video shows a twenty-something male secretly videotaping his girlfriend playing the hula-hoop
game with the Wii Fit. That video now has over 8.3 million views. On the same day it was
posted to YouTube, the video was submitted to social news site Digg, where it now has more
than 11,000 votes. What’s more, the original video then spawned over 35 spoof videos, which
together have amassed millions of views.

CASE STUDY: BLENDTEC
In 2006, George Wright, marketing director for Blendtec, a manufacturer for both personal-use and
commercial blenders, was given a $50 marketing budget to do something original with the company’s
powerful but not very well-known products. One day, as Wright was walking around Blendtec’s
conference room, where his colleagues often demonstrated how strong the appliances were, he
spotted a pile of sawdust on the floor. Later, he learned that a chunk of wood was “blended” to show
prospective buyers that Blendtec’s blenders were super-strong appliances.
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Using his very low marketing budget, Wright bought a domain name (willitblend.com), a lab coat, a
rake, and a bag of marbles. After successfully filming founder Tom Dickson blending these items,
and then posting the videos to YouTube and to its branded site, willitblend.com took off. To date,
approximately 75 videos have been launched illustrating the unique blending power of Blendtec
blenders.

Blendtec’s success did not end there. The videos have had over 185 million views across social
media sites and willitblend.com, and the Will it Blend? channel is YouTube’s 34th most popular
channel. Additionally, sales of Blendtec products increased by a resounding 700%. Blendtec’s brand
became known worldwide, with media mentions in dozens of renowned publications. George Wright
has been invited to speak about the company’s success at trade shows around the world.

About his company’s success, Wright offers solid words of wisdom: “Small companies can have a
big presence. The rules have changed.” He adds, “Instead of making ads, think of making content.”

Scenario: A search for your company name yields negative pages listed in the first four search
results

Social media allows individuals to broadcast their feelings, positive or negative, about their
experiences. Often, these stories can find themselves high up in the search engine rankings
and can have a profound impact on viewers’ decisions to engage in the product offerings.

In a business-to -business eye-tracking study performed by MarketingSherpa and Enquiro,10

executives were asked to view real web pages. The heatmap shown in Figure 2-2 suggests that
items above the fold (near the top of the page) got more visibility than text and images below
the fold.

Similar studies have shown that items listed higher in search engines have more visibility and
more page views. How many times have you heard from your marketing department that you
want to be ranked #1 in Google for your desired keywords? Often, that’s a strong selling point
and can indicate much success.

If negative reviews about your company are extremely visible in the search engines, your sales
can be affected. Your customers, upon researching your product, may opt to go with a
competitor who does not have visibly damaging search engine results. Utilizing social media
avenues and taking a more proactive stance in social media—from engaging with the
individuals who may be posting those damaging stories to working to create solid social media
profiles and consistently working to develop them—are healthy ways to join in the
conversation. Better yet, in due time, those negative results may be pushed down in favor of
social media stories and profiles that indicate a positive engagement.

Reputation management is critical in social media because you can manage relationships, but
you can’t manage reputation. However, the two are related. Successful relationships can
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strengthen your reputation. Reaching out to individuals who speak both positively and
negatively of your company can have incredibly powerful returns.

But why should you speak with someone who talks negatively about your company?
Individuals who post negatively about your product are those who are passionate enough
about it to share their dissatisfaction with their readers; they also are looking for people willing
and ready to listen. They felt strongly enough that they complained. By reaching out to them
and empowering them with special privileges, you motivate them to become more passionate
about your brand—this time, in a more positive light—and you may ultimately turn these
individuals into the most unlikely group: brand evangelists. Consider this logic: complainers
are talking about your brand anyway, so why not engage them to speak about your brand in
a more positive light? It’s amazing what talking with people can do.

Scenario: You’re an expert on a particular subject and want to share your advice with the world

You’re passionate about a particular topic:

• You went to law school and have the degree.

FIGURE 2-2. Items “above the fold” receive more visibility
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• You’re a science whiz.

• Your business knowledge by far surpasses that of your peers.

• You are a great cook.

• You’re a brilliant photographer whose work has been sought out locally.

Let’s face it: if you fit any of these categories, you have knowledge that other individuals may
be aching to find. They’re leveraging the Internet to seek out advice, and they’re searching for
specific issues that you may be able to address directly (or perhaps that you’ve already
answered). This is why you should consider starting a blog. By using a blog to offer free legal
advice, science theorems, tips on business, free recipes, or photo techniques, you can establish
yourself as an expert on a specific topic and by far exceed your current local geographic reach,
as leveraging the Internet can have worldwide exposure. Further, you can gain additional
opportunities by consistently updating your blog: established bloggers are asked to speak at
trade shows and conferences, their work is featured in books, they are contacted by journalists
for media stories, and they are getting a lot of new business opportunities. For example, food
blogger Brown Eyed Baker used blogging to kick-start a real baking business. Blogger Chelle
says,

While my clients thus far have been local (and my blog following international), having my blog

has definitely established me as an “expert” in the baking area and people are able to see that

it’s just not a “fly by night” business venture, but rather an interest and competency that I have

been developing for quite some time now. I don’t think I would have ever ventured out into a

start-up business had I not been blogging for almost two years now.

Blogging can give a struggling company much-needed visibility. It can also put employees who
are authorities on a subject in a position to represent their company in a way previously
thought to be impossible.

Making Your Goals SMART
You’ve reviewed the scenarios earlier in this chapter and are considering a long-term cross-
network engagement. Now you’re ready to formulate your strategy, but you also need to
clearly define some goals. How do you set goals that reflect what you want your brand to
become? How do you set objectives that guide you in your later strategy? In marketing, your
goals should be SMART: specific, measurable, attainable, realistic, and timely. The following
sections will lead you through the process of SMART goal setting.

Specific

Clearly define what you need to do. Your objectives should be specific so that you will know
exactly how (and if) you’ve achieved your goal. The scenarios discussed earlier in this chapter
should give you an idea of specific goals that you can set for your social media marketing
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campaign. In social media marketing, your goal of “getting new subscribers” may not be specific
enough; instead, you may want to settle on a desired number of subscribers. Your desire to get
1,000 Twitter followers is more specific, but at the same time, you may want to ensure that
those followers are relevant to your industry.

Measurable

You can’t manage something that you can’t measure, and you should establish concrete criteria
for measurement. You can establish a benchmark for your desired goal and aim to achieve it
over time. If your goal is to get increased page views, you may want to analyze your hosting
statistics on a regular basis. If you are looking for 200 more LinkedIn connections, you should
know exactly how many connections you have to start.

Attainable

Your goals may be lofty, but they should also be attainable. If you have only earned 500
subscribers to your e-zine over the course of 5 years, a goal of 500,000 subscribers in 5 months
is probably not attainable (nor is it realistic). As part of setting attainable goals, you need to
have a firm belief that you personally can achieve the goal.

Realistic

Can you establish these goals with the resources at your disposal? Not all attainable goals are
realistic. Realistic goals look at what’s available to you today, whereas attainable goals look at
what may be possible. Your goals should be doable, but you should still set the bar high enough
so that you will feel victory when you achieve success.

Timely

Goal setting also requires you to set deadlines for yourself. If you say, “I’m aiming for 5,000
new subscribers to my blog over the next year,” you may not necessarily feel motivated to
complete the task. Once the year is up, lack of motivation may cause you to push the deadline
even further. Give yourself a specific milestone date. It is a lot more important for you to set
a deadline for “three months from today.” Now get started!

Researching Your Social Media Community
We’ve discussed some scenarios and looked at things you can do to market your products or
services using social media marketing. However, the reality is that not every social media tactic
will work with everyone. While “social” includes the collective, you won’t necessarily see a
flurry of men visiting kirtsy.com, a social media news site for women, and thus, your railroad
and train videos and photos may not be an ideal fit for those users. Your target audience may
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not be on the sites you’re aiming to connect with. That’s not to say you shouldn’t be listening
to those venues for ideas, insights, and feedback, but you should not spend the majority of
your efforts on sites that may not yield a substantial return.

When setting community-oriented goals for social media marketing, study the landscape and
try to get an idea of the kind of content potential customers will be receptive to. To do this, ask
the following questions.

Who Is Likely to Buy My Product or Participate in My Service Offering?

Are they women who knit? Men who like woodworking? Young adults who are heavily
involved in technology? Of course, you will need to know exactly what kind of audience the
service offering accommodates as part of your general marketing goals, and the answer to this
question will help you determine your target audience. Your target audience has wants and
needs outside the product offerings you provide, so it is in your best interest at this time to
study these and see exactly how you can target your social media marketing campaign for
maximum return. The next questions will help you assess exactly where to go from here.

What Websites Are They Visiting Online?

Among the websites your potential customers visit, are any of them social in nature? These
social channels are the ones you should be targeting. You may be surprised to know how many
people are blogging about subways, graphic design, automobiles, or birds, or how many forums
and social communities are available for just about any specific interest. Since forums have
preceded many social networks, study the behaviors of the forum members. A huge list of
forums is available at http://www.rankings.big-boards.com. Understanding the communities
where your target audience likes to congregate and understanding the rules of engagement in
those communities is half the battle. For more information on community involvement and
how to establish yourself as a valued member of any online community, see Chapter 4.

What Are People Saying About My Business and My Competitors?

Are people using blogs to talk about your business or your competitors? Are they using forums
or social media channels to rant and rave about the aspects of the business that they hate most
or the elements that they love? Wherever these community members congregate, these are
the conversations you should monitor and participate in. At a minimum, you should listen in
regularly on the conversation to understand the sentiment of the community. It’s always
important to listen before engaging. Listening will also help you formulate your strategy. You
should have an understanding of the emotional dynamic before you dive into the pool, so learn
to swim first. Eventually, you will be ready to respond.
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What Tools and Services Does My Target Audience Use on a Regular Basis?

You may want to develop tools that will empower your users, or you might choose to write
about the tools that they use regularly and how they tie in to your business. If, for example,
your target audience consists of graphic designers who could benefit from applications that
embed directly into the Mozilla Firefox browser, would you like to compile a list of the best
tools for all graphic designers? Perhaps you may find that accountants could profit from a
freeware application that is relevant to a service your business provides; this is a great
opportunity for you to offer something for free, and if the tool is widely needed, you’ll definitely
get some attention in return!

What Kind of Content Does My Audience Prefer to Read?

The lawyer might be accustomed to reading the heavily detailed research paper. The young
adult may, on the other hand, prefer more image-heavy content with funny captions and
explanations. The mother-to-be may want a mixture of detailed information presented with
pictures of how her baby is developing in the womb. After exploring this question and studying
the social sites that feature content that was well received for particular topics, you can get a
feel of the style and type of content that you should craft for your target audience.

Once you understand the answers to these questions, you’ll start to get a feel for the goals you
should be setting—whether you should create a blog, a video series, a podcast, an in-depth
article, or a combination of any of these—and then you can find out exactly where you should
focus your efforts. Bear in mind that not all social media marketing strategies will necessitate
a heavy content creation strategy, though at times, compelling content is exactly what the
audience is looking for.

Formulating Your Strategy
Now that you have established your goals or have a good idea of how to set them, it’s time to
consider an implementation strategy that will help you move forward in actually executing
your social media marketing campaign. In this section, we’ll discuss some other questions that
you may want to consider before embarking on this journey.

Are You Ready to Handle Possible Negative Backlash?

In the beginning of this chapter, we discussed the reluctance of some companies to embark in
a social media campaign because of the fear of giving up the message and then facing negative
backlash. This is still something you will need to consider before jumping into the deep waters
of social media.

If you don’t engage, you may face negative backlash for not responding to a problem. Yet if
you do engage, you may face negative backlash for doing it wrong.
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Negative backlash is a tremendous obstacle for companies that still have not engaged in the
social media marketing playground. But at the same time, it’s important to acknowledge that
positive engagement can help influence and nurture the mindset of the community and that
negative backlash can turn into a positive learning experience for the company.

TIGER WOODS WALKS ON WATER: EA SPORTS GAME GLITCH?
In August of 2008, a glitch was discovered in the Electronic Arts game Tiger Woods PGA Tour 09. One
of the players recorded the apparent software bug that showed a special “Jesus shot” involving Tiger
Woods. In a video uploaded to YouTube,11 the player showed that in the game Tiger Woods could
walk on water and swing the ball on water as if it were on dry land.

This could have been perceived as a big loss for EA Sports, but instead of ignoring the message, the
company decided to play along with the community. It released an incredibly clever response to the
amateur video showing the real Tiger Woods walking on water.12

Instead of letting this glitch destroy its reputation, EA Sports decided to leverage the subculture of
YouTube and proactively responded in a positive way. EA Sports successfully navigated what could
have resulted in long-standing negative publicity and in turn translated it into a brilliantly executed
marketing move.

The video has garnered over 3 million views, and feedback has been overwhelmingly positive.

How Will My Employees Integrate Social Media Strategy into Their Day Jobs?

Regardless of how easy it may seem, social media is a time commitment, and a substantial one
at that. Do you have individuals in-house who can help you work on your marketing outreach
efforts? Will you have to hire additional bodies?

N O T E
Recently, there have been plenty of unpaid internship positions posted on websites like

Craigslist for social media outreach. Keep in mind, however, that whoever you hire should

inculcate herself with your company and its culture. This job-posting strategy, while cost-

effective, can be risky if the hired talent does not identify with your company culture.

Internally, you may want to designate a community manager who will take the reins on dealing
with the community participants in a social media marketing project. This in itself is often a
“full time” job. Additionally, you may want to consider working alongside agencies and
consultants with some knowledge of the social media landscape and communities. They can
help you brainstorm, facilitate outreach efforts, and craft a viral marketing strategy that will
ease the transition to a full-blown social media marketing effort within your company.
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You may want to outsource social media marketing tactics entirely. Some may argue that this
is not ideal because of the fact that you are the most passionate advocate for your product.
Hiring outside help can ease the transition, but your company and individuals within it should
also seize the opportunity to work with the consultants and agencies to really convey an
accurate message to the community constituents. The most ideal mix is to have the company
work closely with any hired help.

Are You Willing to Take Risks and Experiment?

In any type of marketing campaign, you may have to experiment again and again before
meeting with success. Social media is no different. You are still working with individuals who
will react to your marketing campaign. If you fail at first, are you willing to try again? Will you
be willing to grow from your failures? Are you willing to make amendments and adapt?

You can’t always put a band-aid on a boo-boo. You should recognize that some elements of
your strategy might not yield high performance as expected. Social media marketing is still
experimental; your performance can only be assessed by the greater community. Flexibility is
important. You may need to make adjustments over the duration of the campaign. You should
be ready to pull out of a failed strategy if it is not faring well for your brand.

The answers to these questions will help you formulate your strategy for moving forward.

When Should I Pursue Social Media Marketing?
Social media marketing may come out of a desire to fill a specific need. For example, your
product launch may be around the corner and you want your audience to know about it. As
we’ve discussed in this chapter, a variety of scenarios may call for a social media marketing
campaign.

However, there’s more to social media marketing than just a campaign. It is best to be involved
in a consistent dialogue and not just participate in the social media marketing playing field
when damage control—or product awareness—is necessary. It is best to build up a loyal
following of supporters who can stand by you when you do need a helping hand.

You should monitor conversation on a regular basis. Engagement should be the norm. You
should frequently empower brand evangelists and highlight valuable initiatives for your
business. Once you get a handle on social media marketing and understand how best to
approach your constituents with the utmost transparency, you can participate in the
conversations and foster relationships that will make your business and its offerings a lot more
powerful in the eyes of your listeners.

Remember, in social media, the conversations will happen with or without you. It’s best that
they happen with you, regardless of whether you actually need to market your product.
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Summary
Once you are ready to help nurture the message and have overcome the fear of a message that
you will not be able to control, you need to swim in the waters of social media with complete
transparency, and you must listen to the conversation.

Social media marketing can achieve numerous objectives, including increased traffic, increased
brand awareness, improved search engine rankings, increased sales in your product or service,
and established thought leadership. There are numerous marketing scenarios that can benefit
from social media marketing. Blendtec, for example, wanted product visibility on a very low
marketing budget. Today, the company produces one of the most popular video series on
YouTube.

Your social media marketing goals should be SMART: specific, measurable, attainable, realistic,
and timely. Don’t set the bar too high, or you’ll have difficulty achieving results. Before you
dive into the waters, it’s imperative that you carefully study the social communities and the
interests of the community members. Finally, when you do formulate your strategy, make sure
to account for the fact that there could be negative backlash (that can be handled gracefully),
that any engagement is a substantial time commitment, and that your strategy should
accommodate adjustments if necessary.

You may have goals for your social media marketing plans, but you should also consider being
actively engaged on a regular basis and not just when you want something from the
community. Conversations are ongoing, and it’s beneficial to your company and brand for you
to be part of them on a regular basis.
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Achieving Social Media Mastery:
Networking and Implementing Strategy

In the previous chapter, you learned about the questions you need to ask to devise your social
media strategy. It’s very important to note that all of these questions relate to listening and
communicating. You need to listen and communicate consistently and regularly so that you
don’t lose sight of what individuals say about you.

When you actually implement your social media strategy, you will need to follow the
conversation and respond where appropriate. Using the goals you have established in the
previous chapter, you will need to determine which content is best for your target audience.
Establishing yourself as a respected community member among your audience is an important
next step. Your audience and those surrounding you will be of increasing importance when
you engage in a full-fledged social media campaign.

When Is It Appropriate Not to Respond at All?
I do some occasional consulting with the Israeli Consulate, a government entity that has
embraced Web 2.0 technology in many ways. The Israeli Consulate has established its presence
on YouTube, Facebook, and MySpace, and it also has two separate blogs:
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• One blog, IsraelPolitik, discusses issues of a political nature. The blog’s mission statement
is “to directly address audiences throughout the world and to serve as a vehicle to better
communicate the State of Israel’s message of hope and peace.”1

• In another completely separate blog, IsRealli, anything goes, as long as topics do not touch
upon the current military conflict (which is addressed and discussed on IsraelPolitik).
IsRealli highlights emerging Israeli technologies, Israeli entertainment, sports, humor, and
more. Naturally, if comments are directed to IsRealli that relate to the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict, they will not be acknowledged on this channel.

Sometimes you will see comments that may not relate to the subject matter or require that
you reveal proprietary information or disclose commentary that is not available to the public.
Other comments may simply be inappropriate to respond to at all. You should feel free to
comment on those topics that you feel comfortable discussing; any other topics can be ignored.
If you feel that you must say something, acknowledge the feedback and comments of the
individual contributing to the discussion and move on.

How Do You Monitor the Conversation?
We’ve established that conversations can happen just about anywhere, from sites dedicated to
showcasing customer frustrations to personal websites. With the ease of publishing on user-
generated websites, the sentiment expressed on these pages can negatively impact your
company, and, therefore, it’s important to see what people are saying about you. In reality,
the discussion can happen anywhere. But it’s not humanly possible to be everywhere. How
can you monitor the conversation without being overwhelmed?

Thankfully, there are hundreds of tools available at your fingertips for conversation
monitoring. Many are free but have a limited scope in the content they capture. Others cost
money and will monitor several media at once for a monthly price. In this section, we explore
some broad tools with which to monitor the conversation. The sites that follow are just a
sampling of where you can find an ongoing discussion. Indeed, there are millions of websites
where people may already be talking about your brand.

Free Tools

Google Alerts
Google Alerts provides you with the latest results discovered by Google within a variety
of channels: news stories, video comments, blogs, pages found in Google’s web search,
and even Google’s own forums/mailing lists, Google Groups. As shown in Figure 3-1, you
can create a Google Alert for your company name (use quotes where appropriate). You
receive the Alerts either in your inbox or your Google Reader feed.
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FIGURE 3-1. Creating your Google alert

T I P
Google has a number of search operators that give you more power over its search results.

These work for Google Alerts as well. For example, you may want to subscribe to an alert

that shows when people are linking to your company website by creating an alert for

link:http://www.mycompanysite.com. People may be linking to this page without using your

company name in anchor text, and it is highly recommended that you use this method to

determine how people identify you.

Twitter
Twitter (Figure 3-2) is a social channel, but it is also can prove to be a goldmine of
information about your company. It’s the perfect place for you to listen to how people are
engaging with your brand and how they feel about you as a business entity. Use Twitter’s
official search engine (http://www.search.twitter.com) for real-time tracking of your
brand. You can subscribe to an RSS feed of the search results, or if you want to receive
responses as they arrive in your inbox, you may prefer to sign up for TweetBeep (http://
www.tweetbeep.com), which works very much like Google Alerts.

Technorati
Technorati (Figure 3-3) is a blog search engine that lets you find out what people are saying
about you within the blogosphere. The results are available in RSS format, so you can
subscribe to the various search results as well.
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Paid Tools

Trackur
Trackur (Figure 3-4) is a comprehensive product that costs between $18 and $197 per
month, depending on the level of access you request. Trackur provides you with
comprehensive social media monitoring on dozens of different social media channels in a
single package by giving you a list of all sources in an easy-to-read format. You can view
the article, add the source to your favorites, share the article with others, or view (and

FIGURE 3-2. Twitter’s official search engine

FIGURE 3-3. Technorati blog search
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sort) the level of influence of the source, getting more information on how many links are
pointing to the particular blog or source and how much traffic the site generates. Armed
with this information, you can observe trends and subscribe to results via email and RSS.
For offline browsing, the results can then be exported to a CSV file.

Radian6
One of the most powerful corporate tools for social media monitoring is undoubtedly
Radian6 (Figure 3-5), which provides monitoring on millions of different social media
marketing channels, from blogs to forums to social networking sites. Radian6 users can
get in-depth information on social mentions for their products or services across numerous
websites; you can also assess the impact of the message through powerful analytics, graphs,
and trend analyses. For example, if someone with no followers on Twitter expresses
disgust with a product, it won’t be as powerful a message as one posted by an individual
with 8,000 Twitter followers. When a person with 50,000 blog subscribers endorses a
product, it can be a lot more powerful than when a person with 3 subscribers makes the
same endorsement.

FIGURE 3-4. The Trackur social media monitoring tool
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Radian6 offers interesting trending data and analytics, and can even help compare the
buzz and frequency around different search terms on its fully customizable dashboard.

Radian6 uses a number of different analysis widgets that display on individually
customized dashboards. Its River of News widget features a stream of blog posts and
comments, tweets, video and photo posts, and other posts across the social web that
include your desired search term. You can also access your Conversation Cloud, which is
a list of often affiliated with your search, visually weighted in terms of frequency of
mention. The Influence widget helps gauge the authority, reach, and social capital of a
particular source to help users determine which conversations are having the greatest
impact online. Finally, the Topic Trends and Topic Analysis widgets allow you to drill down
into keywords and topics, segmenting data by media type, language, or sentiment, and
displaying the number of relevant posts by metrics like comment count, inbound links,
number of views, or Twitter followers.

Radian6 does not necessarily fit for the small business; pricing structures are scaled based
on volume of post results per month and the number of individual user accounts. The
service, however, is ideal for agencies, mid- to large-size corporations, and public relations
firms.

FIGURE 3-5. Radian6 provides a fully customizable dashboard view of your most important social media metrics
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Socialradar
A premium tool for social media awareness, Socialradar gives individuals monitoring their
brands in-depth details and statistics on the fly. Socialradar stores content from 1.5 billion
entries on the Web (five times more than Technorati). With Socialradar, you can find out
how frequently a specific topic is mentioned, then compare this with other competitive
brands in the Trends tool (Figure 3-6).

Another great feature of Socialradar is that it allows you to gauge sentiment about a
particular brand. Is the product awesome or does it suck? What kind of terminology is
used in conjunction with positive sentiment, and what kind of terminology is being used
with the negative sentiment? With the Sentiment tool (Figure 3-7), Socialradar can
distinguish between negative and positive posts.

You’re also able to view the top sources of any particular product, service, or brand
mention and see how they link to one another (Figure 3-8). In this way, you can view
the ecosystem of a specific topic and understand exactly which blogs and sources are
talking about the topic and how they are related to each other.

Socialradar allows subscribers to click on a source or spike within a graph (for example,
any point on the line graph in Figure 3-8) to see relevant posts on the subject matter. You
can set up alerts, focus on key sites, build customizable reports, and more.

Among the aforementioned tools, Socialradar is one of the most expensive options, with
a cost of a few thousand dollars per month, but it is a great solution for those monitoring
big brands.

Other Channels

There are countless other social channels that you can use to monitor the conversation. You
may want to follow forum discussions or observe individuals’ tagging behavior. Here are some
other tools and sites that you should pay attention to:

Video sites
YouTube and Google Video let you view user-generated video content.

Photo-sharing sites
Flickr allows you to see photography and images that have been contributed by users
throughout the world.

Blog comments and conversations
Backtype and BlogPulse both enable you to find comments and follow the ongoing
conversation.

Forums and message boards
BoardTracker, BoardReader, and Omgili monitor ongoing forum discussions.
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Wikipedia
With Wikipedia, you can “watch” individual pages and subscribe to the RSS feed of the
changes that are made to the page. (Wikipedia is discussed in Chapter 8.)

Tagging
Keotag searches tags on Technorati, Blinklist, delicious, Twitter, Google, IceRocket,
Blogdigger, TailRank, Live Search, Bluedot, Newsvine, BlogPulse, Bloglines, Digg, reddit,
Yahoo!, and YouTube.

FIGURE 3-6. Socialradar’s Trends tool shows the percentage of posts that mention a specific term and displays the output in a

line graph and bar graph
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You’re Listening—What Now?
You’re following the conversation, but do those looking to get your attention know this? If
you are listening, it’s time to respond to show that you are. Whether that means starting your
own blog and writing a blog post, creating a video to respond to public sentiment, or having
representatives of your company respond to commentary in blog comments themselves,
silence is not golden and the public is aching for an official response (in fact, responding with
silence actually says a lot!). Let your audience know that you care by taking a proactive stance
toward addressing their concerns.

When you do make these attempts to reach out to bloggers and forum members about their
feedback, make sure your responses are meaningful and genuine.

FIGURE 3-7. Socialradar gives you a pie chart of positive and negative sentiment about a brand or product and shows you

corresponding terms
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Make Sure You’re Being Real!

Last fall, Motrin’s marketing team created a campaign that ended up inadvertently upsetting
young mothers. In the campaign, Motrin claimed its medicine was ideal for mothers who were
“wearing [their] babies” and if they “look tired and crazy, people will understand why.” The
“Motrin Moms” campaign backfired completely and hundreds of mothers expressed their
dissatisfaction about the brand through video and blog posts.2 After several days of silence,
Motrin apologized on its website, but that response drew heavy criticism for not being genuine.
As influential marketer Seth Godin writes, “This isn’t an honest note from a real person. It’s
the carefully crafted non-statement of a committee. What an opportunity to get personal and
connected and build bridges [wasted].”3 Later, Godin explained that Motrin should have used
this experience to be honest and to show that Motrin actually did feel the mothers’ pain.
Unfortunately, it didn’t do that.

In response to how Motrin executed and then stayed silent, microblogging expert Laura Fitton
explains the concept of listening4 as it relates to brand engagement on Twitter:

Even if your brand or agency isn’t ready to engage formally and integrate the business

applications of Twitter throughout your campaigns, community building and other market

FIGURE 3-8. You can view the top sources of a particular search term with Socialradar
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engagement efforts, you need to get clued in—fast—to the reasons, times and ways that you can

listen. Maybe you’re not even ready for full-time social media monitoring. That’s your call. But

not tuning in while you launch a new tactic borders on gross negligence, in this day and age.

This statement applies to any social media outreach attempt. Tune in to the conversations of
your consumers on Twitter or on any other social site. If you don’t, you’re in for a huge
disappointment.

Planning Your Social Media Strategy
You’re listening and perhaps you’re engaging in minor to moderate communication at this
point. Now let’s consider how you will plan your strategy for execution.

Review the list of goals that you established in the previous chapter. You should have already
researched your prospective audience; the sites it visits; the sentiment it has toward your
business, brand, and competitors; the tools it frequently uses; and the content it wants to
consume online. These questions, which are part of goal setting, also relate to the research you
need to consider for your social media marketing plan. Make sure you have solid answers for
each and every one of these questions in order to proceed.

Determine Your Desired End Result

Once you understand your goals and you have performed the necessary research, you have to
ask yourself what your desired end result is. We’ve touched upon possible outcomes of a
successful social media strategy in Chapter 2. These include better search rankings, increased
brand awareness, and established thought leadership. Your strategy goals might be more
tangible (“I want the #1 ranking in Yahoo!” or “I want 3,500 links pointing to my article”) as
well. If your goals are this tangible, it’s important to acknowledge that broader goals may be
better: social media is a gamble and you don’t know how your audience will respond. I think
we’d all agree that Motrin did not expect the mothers to react so negatively to its marketing
campaign.

Determine Your Resource Needs

Any marketing strategy will also require blood and manpower. You will need to decide whether
to utilize internal resources for the task or to outsource your social media efforts. You may
choose to merge the two: you can hire someone in an advisory role over your internal outreach
efforts. You may also want to leverage unpaid labor, such as interns, to engage your company
in an effective social media strategy. While the younger generation is typically more social
media–savvy (and considers this work fun and appealing—especially for free or for college
credit), there may be some training required to align your hires with your company’s culture.
Any missteps may end up costing your company. Thus, in any social media outreach attempt,
training is important, both for your employees and for any external resources you choose.
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Brainstorm with Your Team

When considering your strategy, think about teamwork and idea generation. You can
strengthen any strategy by utilizing more than one individual for brainstorming. Seattle-based
Internet Marketing firm SEOmoz acknowledges that before launching any social media
marketing strategy, it has a one-hour brainstorming session with approximately six members
of its staff. In these sessions, any ideas related to marketing the product are discussed, no matter
how crazy they may sound. No silly ideas are thrown out, because after all, that content may
be just what the target audience is looking for.

Mind mapping

Mind mapping is a terrific approach for brainstorming. The idea behind it is to visualize your
ideas by placing a single thought in the center of a page and then branching out to related
themes through word association. An example mind map, taken from an individual’s Flickr
stream,5 is shown in Figure 3-9.

FIGURE 3-9. A mind map

Navigate the red tape

Finally, you may have to cut through corporate red tape in order to plan your strategy. Perhaps
you’ll have to run your social media strategy attempt by your legal department. Is it aware of
the pros and cons of social media engagement? You may also need to get through multiple
levels of bureaucracy, and several key individuals may be required to sign off on any strategy.
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The problem with corporate red tape is that the hoops you have to go through may hinder
progress and ultimately may not work in your favor. Whether or not your legal team gives you
the green light, your brand will be discussed. It is important to focus on training the individuals
within your company so that they represent your company’s missions and goals in a factual
light with honesty and transparency; the application of these training methods will be explored
throughout this book. Training your corporate team may also be a necessary part of this
equation.

Networking Within a Social Medium
Once you have planned your strategy, you will need to execute it. You must acknowledge that
you will be relating to individuals, and you will be able to measure success by determining
how other people react to your outreach attempt. Your strategy will almost always include
promoting your agenda alongside a community, and as such, you must consider networking.

Social media is not that different from real relationships. In both, you are dealing with real
people. If you get off on the wrong foot in your social media relationships, they may not last,
just as a personal real-life relationship can fail with the wrong first impression (or if you commit
a subsequent egregious mistake). Further, since many savvy Internet users do not easily trust
outside influence, one single online error can destroy your relationship, especially because it
is much harder to redeem yourself from a blunder when body language is absent and genuine
apologies may not necessarily be perceived as genuine. While we are sitting behind screens,
we may be losing sight of the fact that the recipient of our personal messages has emotions and
feelings. In a social media relationship, you need to be authentic just as if you were in a face-
to-face relationship. You never know how or if these relationships will end; if you get involved
enough in online communities, they may materialize into real-life relationships. Hundreds of
thousands of face-to-face meetings have arisen as a result of social media and the communities
that unite like-minded individuals within.

Networking both online and offline can be very rewarding. In fact, networking is probably the
most important part of the social media equation. The key to networking efficiently is to
understand the communities you market to and to give of yourself, at which point you can
establish yourself as a community manager who represents your brand or, on a smaller scale,
you can build a power account—that is, a strong respected account on a social network—that
can be used again and again.

Understanding and Listening to Your Audience
With social media marketing, knowing the types of people you are going to interact with is of
extreme significance. Understanding your community is critical to achieving your goals.
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The Newcomer’s Parable

Imagine you’re an immigrant in a foreign country and you want to fulfill the “dream.”
However, you don’t know anyone in this new land and you are afraid of taking the next step.
Fortunately for you, you have similar interests as the inhabitants and can share them with the
community when the time presents itself. As you begin your journey, you’ll run into obstacles
and roadblocks, but as long as you are determined and opportunity knocks, you share among
your peers. You have skills that your neighbors appreciate and they, in turn, help you out as
well. Over time, you’ll grow as a member of the tribe and will no longer be viewed as the “new
kid on the block.” Perhaps, in due time, you’ll even become a shining star, a leader, or a notable
member of the community.

The previous paragraph is from a blog post I wrote articulating how social media is truly about
community.6 There are millions of social media consumers who visit hundreds of thousands
of websites. These consumers are choosing sites to frequent based on the members of the
communities therein. In social media marketing, or in any developing relationship, it’s
important to understand your surroundings, especially if you’re a newcomer. Acquaint
yourself with the community and really understand it. You need to:

• Know the demographic of the individuals you are pitching to

• Know the community’s likes

• Know the community’s dislikes

• Contribute on a consistent basis to the community constituents

• Establish yourself as an active participant of the community

If the users within the community, for example, abhor those who represent themselves as
“marketers,” you may want to interact with its constituents as if you are associated with your
company, but not in a marketing capacity. After all, if you do identify yourself as a marketer
or convey your intentions as, “I’m selling this product,” or, “I want you all to know that I have
a great tool coming out,” your overt selling tactics will fall on deaf ears and may even get you
ostracized. As this chapter illustrates, you should become a community participant and not a
salesperson. The culture has changed. The landscape is now that of goodwill without overt
commercial overtones. In fact, all communities begin without marketers. When marketers later
realize that they can capitalize on the “unsuspecting” individuals, the problem of trust develops
as communities blossom with newcomers looking to make a quick buck. If your strategy is to
infiltrate the community solely to spread your marketing message, you’ll make no friends and
cause the community constituents to distrust the practice of marketing even further, perhaps
dubbing it a “snake oil” practice, a view that is already rampant on the Internet.

Help Your Friends

Communities flourish because people are helping other people. If you want to be an accepted
new member of the community, you need to think about the wants and needs of each
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individual user and the community as a collective before pushing your personal agenda. Later,
your “ulterior motive” can be communicated (just as long as you continue giving back to the
community and its members look up to you as a respected contributor), but it’s more important
to establish yourself as a reputable member who wants to give back to the community first.
Once you do, you can begin to take, as long as the community is receptive and wants to know
more about you as a community participant, but you should always keep giving.

Yes, this practice takes time. However, as far as networking is concerned, this is time that you
should be willing to spend to better build your brand and to keep your reputation as an
individual looking to market a specific product on a clean slate. Leveraging these connections
can help you position yourself as an expert in the particular subject matter you intend to
promote as well. Continuing to interact with community members can also foster real-life
relationships.

As this book has touched upon in the previous chapters, social media also provides a way to
combat a reputation management fiasco. If you are part of the community and build
relationships when you don’t need to, you will have more credibility when you really need
support.

Social media communities are real relationships, real conversations, and as such, they should
be treated like they are real. It’s not about a “me, myself, and I” mentality. It’s about the
collective, the community, and the common good.

As my friend Anna once said, “These real conversations can lead to real business, so pay
attention.”

The Importance of Giving
Too many marketers approach social media as a goal-achieving tool. You have your goals from
Chapter 2 outlined, right? If so, you might look over your list and realize that you just want
to get your social media campaign over with and cut corners to achieve those objectives. If this
is the tactic you are taking, you may want to elect someone who will enjoy his/her engagement
in the social media space. This does not have to be a chore, nor should it be perceived as such.
Too many people consider social media marketing as only a way to get more eyeballs, links,
or awareness. In reality, social media is about those real relationships, and it should be fun.

In the previous section, you learned about the users who will be consuming your social media
content. In any community, participants will receive outreach attempts in either a positive or
negative manner. There are those who will embrace your message and others who will be
skeptical of any outreach attempts at all. In all of your attempts, though, your goals should be
about providing to someone else rather than benefiting yourself.

Ask yourself not about what you will get from social media marketing, but what you can
give of yourself and your expertise. Rob Key, CEO of social media marketing and
communications agency Converseon, says that you should “lead with altruism” and “come
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bearing gifts.” How can you utilize these social media channels to give back to the community
participants? How can you help members of the community with problems they may face? If
you think about the community first, you will ultimately be able to achieve all of your original
objectives in a way that will allow you to earn trust and respect from those you are targeting
with your messages.

If you have not put your constituents on a pedestal, do so now. Being viewed in a positive light
on a regular basis will only happen if you consistently value your community, listen, and give
back. In social media, this is the kind of behavior that can put you miles ahead of your
competitors.

Community Managers
If you’re going to be consistently pushing social media strategy within your company, you may
want to enlist someone in a new and emerging role that is becoming a lot more necessary
within the social sphere. The community manager, an individual who works alongside the
marketing team (or perhaps is a member of the marketing team), is often the public voice of
the company and also connects with customers and shareholders on a personal level. At the
same time, the community manager is responsible for conveying the feelings of the customers
to internal departments.

The community manager should be an enthusiastic team player who can develop a sense of
awareness about your particular brand within the industry and related social circles. The more
important part of this is that the community manager doesn’t perform like a regular marketer:
she is actually responsible for making outreach efforts that do not sound like they’re coming
from a marketing department. Instead, these efforts align with the community’s interests
without commercial overtones. The community manager takes a communications role that is
about fostering solid relationships. Her role is multifaceted; the ideal community manager
should be able to communicate both in person and online, and should be someone who loves
working with people, is personable, approachable, has a sense of humor, and can enjoy the
challenges presented to her. After all, the community manager has the key responsibility of
humanizing the company.

Community managers use social media very frequently for monitoring and maintaining
relationships, and thus ideally they should be regular bloggers/videographers on behalf of the
company. They should also maintain a presence on a variety of social media sites. The
community manager monitors the conversation and participates in it on a regular basis. Using
feedback given by constituents, she analyzes anomalies, patterns, and trends that may be of
concern and escalates them to the company’s executive team.

At the same time, community managers may want to identify the advocates of the product or
brand. Who talks about the company in the most positive light? Who doesn’t? What can we
do to “convert” those individuals over to brand evangelists? Those individuals can then be
offered more perks for working alongside the company.
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THE BRAND EVANGELIST
Brand evangelists, or brand ambassadors, take your product seriously. They are heavy users of your
product and care a great deal about it. They want your brand to succeed. That’s why they can be
spotted in the wild: they talk, and you notice. Because they are part of your target audience, they
probably know your target audience better than you do. As such, they are users that you’d be foolish
to ignore.

To find those brand evangelists, you first need to determine who they are. Perhaps they’re blogging
about your product or they’re very vocal in the conversation and show a passion for your product
by uploading videos of themselves using it to YouTube. Reach out to them. Once the individuals
have been selected, find out what they love about your brand and what is lacking in your product
development. Take their feedback seriously—even their criticisms—so that you can create better
products. Engage them by giving them special access and privileges, and empower them with
communication channels. You can also reward brand evangelists by featuring them as content
creators. Even small gestures are appreciated. One company, Startup Schwag, features photos of its
products on its main website as long as they are uploaded to Flickr and tagged as “startupschwag.”

How do you keep your brand ambassadors happy? Be accessible and reachable. By giving them the
ability to contact you easily, you can even discover other potential brand evangelists. Also, it’s great
to create communities for the ambassadors both online and offline.

Community managers are essentially social media marketers of the organization. They operate
best following as many communities as possible, maintaining social media profiles across a
variety of networks, maintaining a microblogging (Twitter) account that has real value, and
commenting on blogs. The model community manager subscribes to alerts about the brand
(for a variety of key phrases including competitors, industry-specific keywords, and the brand/
product names), reads relevant blogs and news outlets daily, follows related individuals in the
space (including prospective and current brand evangelists), and if applicable, follows related
podcasts and video channels.

While being a regular participant is crucial, the community manager does not outright identify
herself as such. Instead, she takes a vested interest in the topic at hand and offers value in any
volunteered commentary. Blogging consistently on behalf of the company and product comes
next. For more on blogging, see Chapter 5.

The community manager is required to be a proactive voice on behalf of the company at all
times. An ideal community manager should respond to substantial concerns immediately
(within 24 hours). In social networks, momentum dies down when visibility dies down, so
responding to user concerns immediately, as in the Motrin Moms scenario, is important. In a
week’s time, the attention likely has shifted elsewhere.
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Over time, the community manager should effectively articulate the mission of the company.
She should raise awareness through consistent blogging. It is also in her best interest to
highlight appropriate user comments and concerns and follow up in a blog post. The
responsibility of community management does not necessarily need to lie in the hands of a
single individual. All individuals in the company can have a role in communication. At the
minimum, one individual should have a greater role in monitoring, participating, and
analyzing, but several companies have embraced the notion of the “employee evangelist,”
which translates to many happy employees and customers.

Power Accounts
Community managers have a huge role in communicating with community constituents and
internally within the organization. Yet there are very few community managers who can
consider themselves “social media power users” in the sense that they are extremely avid users
of social media sites. Many community managers only participate in these communities by
responding to company-specific concerns at the maximum, but there exists a group of hardcore
social media users who have gained nearly complete trust on a variety of social media sites by
being extremely active. These individuals are users who maintain power accounts. Power
account holders are mostly dominant on social news sites where contributions are highlighted
on the front page, or through profile pages that show that they are “top users” based on the
number of successful submissions they have achieved over a period of time. In fact, on popular
social news site Digg.com, the top 100 most influential users control between 43% and 56%
of the home page content.7 Establishing yourself as a top user can mean tremendous
opportunities for success.

Building a power account is optional and does not necessarily need to be the responsibility of
the community manager. In fact, individuals who hold this kind of power often get solicited
for additional consulting and promotional work, so it may be helpful to outsource this role
entirely or to deal internally with the possibility that “with great power comes great
responsibility.” If company policy prohibits it, you should ensure that the individual being held
responsible to maintain the power account should not also use that account for personal gain
on the side.

Power users are often considered “hardcore.” Essentially, they are similar to brand evangelists
of the social sites upon which they have already achieved greatness. A community manager
in such a role clearly should understand the issues she is facing by being an evangelist of
another community.

How do you build a power account? The simplest answer is through very regular and very
consistent activity. There’s a lot more to this, however. The most influential power account
holders have established themselves as very active contributors of social news sites. They do
this through networking, making quality submissions to the website, and consistent
engagement.
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There are two major considerations when building up a power account.

• Who should maintain the account? Should it be owned by a company or by an individual?
Ask yourself whether the company should own this social media profile or if you should
let the current individual working on behalf of the company maintain this account. It may
be extremely valuable in the long haul for the company to own the account, but it may
only be influential when manned by the particular individual who has already fostered
its success.

• Should the account be associated with the company or brand? No, you should not identify
this power account with a particular company and a brand. Those types of accounts appear
to be created only for the purpose of marketing your product. They will not be easily
trusted if they are associated with a particular marketing message.

Ten Commandments of Power Account Submitters

Power account holders live by a set of rules that help them build credibility, establish identity,
and make them memorable among the community. Anyone, however, can follow these rules
on social news sites to become a respected and valued participant of the service.

#1: Thou shalt distinguish thyself with an avatar

Submitters on a social news site should immediately upload an avatar if they want to be
considered legitimate by the established authority (that is, other power users). Avatars do more
than just make you stand out in the crowd: they help to establish your identity, which is vital
if you want to be a memorable contributor of a social news site. Don’t just blend into the
background; power users assert authority implicitly by establishing identities that help others
remember them. Focus on louder colors that do not necessarily blend in with the background
of the site or appear similar to the site’s default avatar.

D E F I N I T I O N
An avatar is a small image that is typically displayed next to a username to distinguish users

on social media sites and forums.

#2: Thou shalt be genuine

Power users need to be perceived as altruistic submitters. You should not consistently promote
your own content. If you want others to trust you, you must consider the content the
community will like. Be a real resource and not a self-serving one. If you consistently push
content in a particular subject matter (for example, you’re passionate about politics and you
end up sharing interesting content among the thousands of users on a particular social site),
you will become an established authority on the subject matter and people will follow you.
However, you might feel more comfortable if you diversify your submissions and use multiple
high-quality sources.
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#3: Thou shalt network

Of critical importance in establishing a power account is networking. Many people would argue
today that social news sites are only “social” sites, and not “news” sites; it’s all about the
relationships you have forged over the course of your involvement on the site. You may submit
a great news story to a social news site, but if nobody else sees that story (and nobody else is
alerted to its existence), there is no chance that the story will hit the front page. If nobody
knows you, then your submission, no matter how powerful it is, will fall into oblivion.

The ideal solution would be to network with those who have already established themselves
as the power players. If a username is frequently visible on the front page of a social news site,
chances are he or she is a dedicated user. If you are truly interested in becoming a dedicated
user, you should take the initiative to introduce yourself and get to know that individual. It’s
important, though, not to immediately let it be known that you are here to solicit votes from
users who have already built trust and credibility. As a power user on numerous social sites
myself, I’ve been contacted more than once with “hi, I see you’re active on Digg! Can you
please Digg my story?” That’s not the right way to network, under any circumstance.

If you’re looking to build up a credible power account, the users you’re aiming to connect with
are going to be your friends for the long haul. Networking is clearly not an overnight process,
and you should be diligent in how you approach the power users who everyone wants to
become friends with.

#4: Thou shalt submit high-quality stories to the social sites

As you know, “high quality” is subjective. What if the story I spent 30 hours writing is not
deemed appropriate by the community? The important thing is to study the community first
and understand what it likes. High quality often has some criteria, however: submitting well-
written content is critical. Don’t submit irrelevant spam or short blurbs. If you can find the
original source (the source that broke the story and that other sources subsequently reference),
by all means, submit that instead (if it wasn’t submitted already).

#5: Thou shalt be fast

Real power users have a good idea when stories are published on the original sites. Some
popular news outlets have an editorial schedule: features get published at 12 noon or 12
midnight. The most avid of social news users will know as soon as a story is published, and
will submit it to the social news site immediately. There’s no time to wait because there’s huge
competition to get the story submitted first.

When news breaks (for example, a terror attack in a blossoming city, the passing of a great
actor, the winner of the World Series, or the announcement of a new Apple product), be the
first one to submit the story as long as it’s from a credible source. The news story may still be
developing on the original source, but that means that there will be good content on the news
submission in due time.
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Of course, you can’t always tell when some of those news stories will break, since breaking
news is typically unexpected. Fortunately, Apple often releases products during Tuesday
keynotes. Popular technology sites like Engadget and Gizmodo cover the product releases in
real time.

#6: Thou shalt study the sources that have achieved greatness on social sites to understand
what the community likes

How do you determine what is “high quality” on social news sites? You study what the
community prefers to submit. Check the popular domains. This may require your own
research. However, an independently run website (http://www.di66.net) shows Diggs’ top
domains, top titles, and top descriptions according to front-page success.8

#7: Thou shalt dedicate time to the task

The key to being a power user is to spend a considerable amount of time on the social sites.
This allows you to validate your intentions to the community at large. A typical power user
initially spends approximately three to four hours a day building credibility. Once you gain
trustworthiness, you will still need to maintain a time commitment, but not as substantially.
Some power users who have established themselves as such check their accounts only once in
the morning and once in the evening.

#8: Thou shalt help thine friends

Regardless of whether the rules dictate that you shouldn’t always vote on your friends’ stories,
backscratching is very prevalent on social sites. It’s all about building those relationships. If you
consistently push your friends’ content, they’ll be a lot more likely to help you out, too. Again,
these sites are social in nature.

Pay attention to individuals who are voting up your stories long before they ever hit the front
page, because those are individuals who trust you but likely also want to be noticed. Establish
solid relationships with these users.

As a precautionary note, however, be careful about too much reciprocation; sometimes,
complete mutual support can lessen the impact of success.

#9: Thou shalt use consistent account names over all social networks

Once you’ve achieved greatness on one social network, users will follow you on other social
networks. This increases the opportunities you will have for networking in the future and will
possibly give you a boost in these other social networks as an established user. Of course, you
will still need to study the community mentality and make sure you’re following the norms,
but this becomes a lot easier if you are recognized across several social networks.
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#10: Thou shalt use other social networks for inspiration

Cross-pollination—that is, submitting stories across several social networks—is a great way to
achieve success on social sites. While not every reddit front-page story will be successful on
Digg (since the interests of the communities differ), there is a good chance that those stories
will be noticed. Plus, if you can spot a great story that is growing in momentum on one social
site, it could still be well received on the other social site. Finally, looking on other social sites
for great submission ideas is often easier than competing against the 30 or so users who are all
anxiously trying to be the first one to submit that Lifehacker noon feature.

Should I Become a Power User?

It’s easy to say that power users have really achieved success over time given their involvement
on social news sites. They have the audience; individuals follow their submissions closely. They
have a good sense of the stories that succeed on social sites. They are trusted contributors.

But now that you have reviewed those 10 commandments, it should be apparent that it’s a lot
of work! In fact, it’s so time-consuming that power accounts do not exist as much as they did
in past years, and much of this relates to algorithmic changes that diminish the impact of these
account holders.

At a recent conference I attended, successful blogger Brian Clark wrote that “you can either
become a power account user or know someone who already is one.” Clearly, some of the
most influential marketers have networked with the power users and have achieved awareness
and greatness. They did not become power users themselves. With the number of influencers
who have contributed thousands of hours to the task, it’s evident that there are already users
who you can turn to. This approach is certainly a lot easier than building up your power
account from square one.

Of course, if you don’t have loyalties to a specific company, or if you just want to establish
yourself among several social communities, a power account is still a viable choice. More often
than not, however, community managers are a more realistic choice for longer-term growth
and success, especially as they are prevalent on multiple social channels and do not necessarily
have to focus their energies on social news sites exclusively.

Summary
When executing a successful social media strategy, listen to your constituents across as many
social networks as possible. Build relationships with individuals on social sites and establish a
brand identity in those parts. Above all, listen to the community and act upon its feedback to
create better products that users are actively seeking.
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Since people can be talking about you nearly everywhere, it is hard to keep track of what they
are saying and where they are saying it. There are numerous tools that you can use to monitor
the conversation.

A community manager may wish to establish communications between the company and the
customers. She loves working with people, loves a challenge, and is an effective communicator.
The community manager may also wish to become an influential power player on social news
sites by actively engaging on them. Once she gains the trust of the community, she can slowly
push the agenda of the company by submitting relevant stories that will be well received by
the community.

Power account holders are most visible on social news sites since their immense dedication has
brought them the respect of other community members. To become a power account holder,
there are a few guidelines you can follow, though the time and energy commitment is
substantial. Even if maintaining a power account is not a strategy you are interested in,
understanding the 10 commandments of power account submitters can help you succeed on
these social sites.
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Participation Is Marketing:
Getting into the Game

Participation is essential for success within social media marketing campaigns. As you’ve
learned in the previous chapters, constant engagement is necessary, but real conversations are
even more important. The most effective form of social media marketing requires relationship
building in a completely authentic way. In this chapter, we review several case studies and
show how companies can empower themselves by engaging in social media marketing. We
also look at how you can avert or more successfully address reputation management issues via
social media marketing channels.

The Cluetrain Manifesto: Markets Are Conversations
In April 1999, several marketing masterminds released a precursor to the social media
marketing of today in The Cluetrain Manifesto (Basic Books), a manuscript of 95 marketing
theses. The message of The Cluetrain Manifesto is simple but very powerful: markets converse
with one another and the Internet has facilitated this communication. Because the Internet
has a profound impact on both consumers and organizations, with improved communication
across Internet channels comes the responsibility for organizations to adapt to an evolving
environment.

T I P
The 95 theses of The Cluetrain Manifesto are available for free online at

www.cluetrain.com. Additionally, a print copy of the book is available at bookstores.
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Given that social media marketing as a practice is still an emerging technology, The Cluetrain
Manifesto was years ahead of its time. We’re now beyond the 10-year anniversary of its
publication and its message is as important as ever. While the authors of The Cluetrain
Manifesto were able to accurately predict a marketing revolution, only a small fraction of
individuals have actually jumped on the bandwagon. Social media marketing and Internet-
facilitated conversations are still not fully mainstream and the importance of Cluetrain’s 1999
message is not necessarily being emphasized. There’s still time, and with 10 years having passed
since the document was published, all markets should really understand that this is the prime
time to create real, valuable conversations.

If you’re the first person in your industry to engage in social media, by all means, don’t let it
hold you back. You can lead by example.

The “Participation Is Marketing” Phenomenon
Back in 2007, new media marketer Chris Heuer coined the phrase “participation is marketing.”
Heuer asserts that the best marketing minds are those who participate in the communities they
service and don’t just aim to sell products directly to the people. After all, companies and
organizations exist to help people with a specific problem; the original purpose of these
organizations was to participate in order to address a particular need. Moreover, pitching
products and services is an outdated tactic that will not be well received among individuals
who have either grown tired of the same old marketing message strategies or who have gotten
accustomed to the newer tactics of social media engagement.

I’m going to take the phenomenon a step further and argue that the phenomenon of
“participation is marketing” also works the other way. While marketing folk may be
participating in communities—and that translates to “participation is marketing” (especially as
the involvement humanizes the company and is not as self-serving if done appropriately)—I’d
argue that community members who are using social media to participate directly with these
marketing people are also supporting the claim of “participation is marketing” because they
are showing an interest in being part of the greater marketing message. Participation, again,
goes both ways. If marketers engage in a community that is not frequented by consumers, they
are not serving the greater community and the consumers are not participating in the
marketing message. Of course, to realize the idea of “participation is marketing,” the consumer
must actually engage in the marketing message, whether by commenting, by vote
endorsements, or by referrals, but two-way communication is crucial. In this regard, loyalty is
built by fostering genuine relationships with the members of the community. Chris Heuer says:

If you are trying to sell something to the community, and that is your reason for being there, it

will be obvious to those people and you will never be as successful as you can be. If you are

participating because you really want to contribute to the community, because you really want

to share what you know, because you really want to be of service to the community and its

members, you will sell to the right people BECAUSE of your sincerity and honesty.
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Today, trust is not easily bought with advertising dollars. Not anymore. Establishing
relationships is a critical element to the notion that “participation is marketing.” In the previous
chapters, we looked at the importance of monitoring the conversation and responding to
feedback. The key here is to actually follow communities where your brand, product, and
service are mentioned, and to engage altruistically with real interpersonal human interactions.
It’s not enough to maintain a blog or to respond by using the Press section of your website to
“participate” (this was part of the tremendous misstep in the Motrin Moms campaign that was
discussed in Chapter 3). Participation requires ongoing and real dialogue on a consistent basis.
If you’re ready to engage (and hopefully by reading this far, you’ve made the decision to
participate), you should consider a comprehensive strategy that accommodates users in
communities where your products are discussed. You also should be completely genuine at all
times. Further, if you immediately spot a perception issue about your brand, don’t immediately
push your message onto the community constituents. Walk a mile in their shoes first to
understand their mindset and mentality. Later in this chapter, we’ll explore case studies
illustrating the “participation is marketing” phenomenon.

Participation Is Marketing for Public Relations Professionals

The area of public relations is also seeing a tremendous evolution and paradigm shift.
Communicating on behalf of a client to a group of constituents via snail mail, phone, or email
is obsolete. In keeping with the “participation is marketing” theme, public relations
professionals should actually have relationships with the public, which goes beyond the
standard press release. Further, online communities are becoming more influential than
traditional media outlets. A successful social media campaign can immediately raise product
awareness for hundreds of thousands of individuals who are specifically seeking out these
communities for relevant news. On the other hand, these same social media consumers are
not looking for the traditional pitch. They are looking for newsworthy content that the
community as a whole believes is relevant to a wider audience. They rely on the valuable and
selfless contributions made by reputable members of these sites and communities.

Public relations professionals will need to up the ante in terms of how they communicate on
behalf of their clients. The ideal PR professional is a community participant and not just
someone who is solicited to send out an often irrelevant pitch to a publication.
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Graco Baby Case Study: “Participation Is Marketing” Translates
to Brand Awareness and Exposure
In 2007, social media agency Converseon had the challenge of creating a social media strategy
for 66-year-old brand Graco Children’s Products. The challenge: to determine how an old
brand could interact with young parents who use the Internet. How could Graco find
individuals to target? Most significantly, how could it tap into these communities without
appearing overtly commercial?

The first thing that Graco realized was that it needed to research the social media space. In
time, Graco discovered that there are numerous parents using message boards and forums,
that there are a multitude of Mommy Bloggers, and that these parents are also engaged on
other social networks, such as Twitter and YouTube.

To gain awareness, Graco determined that it should establish long-term relationships with
active parents engaged in these online communities. Naturally, the goal was for Graco to make
its way into these communities authentically. After discovering the online parenting
communities, Graco listened to the ongoing conversations within these networks. Doing this
helped it devise a strategy that made it an accepted participant in the ongoing conversation
and humanized the entire Graco brand. After all, many of Graco’s employees are also parents
looking out for the best interests of their children.

By listening (or “conversation mining”), Graco discovered that the parenting communities
were resistant to commercial endeavors. Thus, it learned that altruism was important; instead
of forcing its brand name into the communities, the company and Converseon ended up using
Graco’s name in tandem with real-life events and get-togethers for parents. This specific
environment was more accepting of the Graco brand name, and it became a great way to
capture the minds of influencers in the parenting space. It was also an appropriate avenue for
Graco to engage with the community. After these in-person meetings, a parent-centric blog
was launched. Multiple Graco employees currently contribute to the blogging effort.

Graco didn’t stop there. It also engages in Flickr (www.flickr.com/photos/gracobaby; shown
in Figure 4-1), Twitter (http://twitter.com/gracobaby; shown in Figure 4-2), and YouTube.
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FIGURE 4-2. Graco offers advice for and responds to parents on Twitter

FIGURE 4-1. Graco’s presence on Flickr: Bringing the community together
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To date, Graco has seen a lot of successes with its social media strategies. After monitoring the
conversation, Graco observed that the brand was discussed in a more positive light (up to 83%
in 2008 from 68% in 2007). All posts regarding its outreach efforts (100%) have been positive.
Graco observed a substantial increase positive reviews and recommendations for online
products. Graco’s social media success has landed it an appearance on the Today Show and in
several online publications.

Within six months of the Graco Baby blog launch, it was ranked the 59th best parenting blog
in the ParentPower Index.1 In May 2009, the blog was ranked #34. Graco’s blog drove traffic
and visitors and, of course, yielded increased conversions. Graco’s blog enabled it to get a better
ranking for competitive search phrases in the search engine results, and the blog is now
considered a leading authority according to blog ranking service Technorati.2

Today, Graco is truly embracing social media. Lindsay Lebresco, Public Relations and Social
Media Manager of Graco, says, “We see social media as a new way to create a stronger, deeper
and long-term relationship with our consumers. Social media gives our brand access to our
consumers and their needs in a unique environment and allows our messages to be delivered
in a personal, transparent and immediate way.”3

Tyson Foods Case Study: We Have a Blog and We’ll Use It for Good
If you associate your brand with something positive, it can result in good feelings toward your
company. Tyson Foods took this idea to the next level when it launched its Tyson Foods Hunger
Relief blog in late 2007 (http://hungerrelief.tyson.com). Ed Nicholson, Director of Community
and Public Relations at Tyson Foods, explains that the company, which has been involved in
hunger relief since 2000, recognized that there was a passionate community of people and
organizations who work selflessly on hunger initiatives on a national and local level, but that
there was no social media space that catered to these individuals. Further, awareness of the
widespread nature of hunger is not very high. Nicholson says, “We know people who have
cancer and heart disease. We can personally and emotionally engage and relate to illness. With
hunger, it’s not so easy. Once people become more aware and engaged in hunger issues, they
have more of an emotional attachment to the subject.” The blog was thus launched to raise
awareness of hunger among the American population (Figure 4-3).

From the start of the social media initiative, Tyson realized that it needed to be authentically
engaged. Its efforts are completely transparent and genuine. In fact, beyond highlighting
shocking hunger statistics and sharing tips on hunger strategy, the Tyson Foods Hunger Relief
blogs also shares stories of positive hunger outreach attempts throughout the country in a
category dedicated to bringing to light the contributions of numerous “Hunger All-Stars” (http:
//hungerrelief.tyson.com/AllStars). For example, the All-Stars page recently discussed the
efforts of 13-year old Jonathan Crider, who raised $20,000 for his local Oklahoma City food
bank, and told the story of Ethel Shepherd, now 80, who started a food pantry 25 years ago
out of the basement of her church and is continuing her mission today.
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The hunger awareness efforts have not ended with the mere launch of a blog. In a blog post
published in August 2008, Tyson Foods invited the community to participate in a food donation
of epic proportions. For every comment left on the blog post, the company promised to donate
100 pounds of food to a food bank in Austin, Texas. Within six hours, an entire truck had been
filled. There are more than 650 comments on the blog post to date.

In December, Tyson launched a more powerful hunger giveaway to the Greater Boston Food
Bank. Once announced, it took less than two hours for the first truck to be filled to the brim
with food. A second truck was also filled by the end of the day. There are over 900 comments
on the blog post.

Beyond the blog, Tyson is also actively involved in social media. It uses Twitter to communicate
its philanthropic efforts (http://twitter.com/tysonfoods, shown in Figure 4-4). It also shares its
outreach attempts via Flickr (g). Nicholson maintains LinkedIn and Facebook accounts that he
acknowledges are integrated with his activity at Tyson Foods. All of these specific social media
accounts have contributed to awareness of the Tyson Foods brand.

FIGURE 4-3. Tyson Foods’ hunger relief blog
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Tyson continues to update its blog with posts about its charitable contributions. But Tyson also
finds that its positive engagement has amounted to success for the Tyson brand itself. The
company has seen increased engagement among the community and improved relationships.

Tyson’s outreach efforts are still new, yet Nicholson notes that Tyson will continue to grow the
communities to become a leader in this area. Nicholson adds, “We don’t give the most money
but we have this product we can give.” Tyson Foods will continue to leverage the communities
it has, to be a part of the community, and to become an important player in the social media
space.

The Home Depot Case Study: Tapping into the Mindshare of
Valued Customers
Due to its initial fear of the uncontrolled message, The Home Depot took a logical approach
toward social media with several slowly evolving initiatives. Based on the success of these
programs, the company delved deeper into the social media space. In the end, these initiatives,
beginning with product reviews and expanding to social media channels, including YouTube
and Twitter, have resulted in a lot of success for the retailer.

Nick Ayres, an Interactive Marketing Manager at The Home Depot, has been at the company
for over three years and has been instrumental in helping it seek out several different social
media outreach campaigns, which have all shown varying levels of success.

FIGURE 4-4. Tyson Foods uses Twitter to promote food donations
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The first step toward social media involvement and awareness for The Home Depot was
encouraging the community to write reviews on products marketed and sold by the company.
Using this tactic, The Home Depot initially saw how customers involve themselves in the social
space. As Ayres notes, The Home Depot was initially fearful of the unknown, especially the
negative, so offering product reviews was a preliminary baby step into the world of social
media. He says, “If we opened the floodgates of letting customers tell us about the Home Depot
brand, we were afraid to see a lot more negative than positive. It’s a lot less of a concern when
you start with product reviews as that’s a logical extension of what we’ve been doing.” With
product reviews, users have the ability to evaluate their purchases in the same way others do
on a big front-facing site like Amazon.com.

Response to product reviews has been overwhelmingly positive, he says. “This is one of the
few areas where we can tactically say that there’s a good financial upswing for us that you can
really see in the general marketplace. Generally speaking, products that have higher ratings
and reviews do better from a sales perspective.”

The Home Depot’s next social media venture was in leveraging video sites to teach users how
to do things in the house. The Home Depot has an official YouTube channel that showcases
video demonstrations of do-it-yourself home projects (www.youtube.com/user/HomeDepot;
shown in Figure 4-5). The video library is relatively robust, with over 80 videos and hundreds
of subscribers. Video topics range from home improvement to energy efficiency. As for why
YouTube and other video sites were preferred channels for The Home Depot, Ayres notes that
the content has always been at customers’ disposal, but, “We wanted to engage with a different
audience in a much more real-time and personal way.”

Additionally, The Home Depot uses Twitter (http://twitter.com/thehomedepot) to broadcast
company updates and communicate with users, particularly for customer service issues. In the
summer of 2008, Twitter was abuzz with news on Hurricane Gustav. The Home Depot
capitalized on the opportunity to communicate accurate store information as it related to
hurricane preparation. For instance, the company’s Twitter account was used to communicate
store closings and offer information on the availability of essential supplies in local stores. The
Twitter stream was not directly used to sell products, but rather to articulate information and
availability to those needing timely updates. Plus, for the retailer, the information was already
readily available, as The Home Depot had a well-defined hurricane process at its hurricane
headquarters. The hurricane information was available to in-store customers and online on
The Home Depot’s website, but was later disseminated in bite-size chunks and passed along to
the general public using Twitter.
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Ayres finds that The Home Depot is successful because it’s using already available information
to arm the public with knowledge: “Our biggest wins to date have been not trying to reinvent
the wheel, but by taking what we knew worked and trying to find the places where that
information and products made the most sense in the social media/Web 2.0 world. We’ve seen
pretty positive reactions because of the way we went about our social media initiatives
strategically from the start. We are always taking feedback and our successes to invest in the
future.”

In the future, The Home Depot is going to extend its “digital orange apron” (its signature in-
store “uniform” is the orange apron) to provide consistent customer experience across all media
channels and to serve this information up to a whole generation of customers. Armed with
“digital orange aprons,” the company will be able to take the resident knowledge of employees
and associates and present it in a way that will be more accessible to customers engaging in
the social media space.

Ayres himself is involved in social media; he mentions that he maintains his own Twitter
account, but that The Home Depot has an official channel that is managed by its Corporate
Communications team. He acknowledges that before The Home Depot made its debut on

FIGURE 4-5. The Home Depot’s YouTube channel page
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Twitter, the retailer asked the community how the microblogging service should be used,
because it was not sure whether to use the Twitter account to offer sales messages or for
customer service. The community responded that it would prefer the account to be focused on
addressing customer concerns, and The Home Depot listened. Therefore, Ayres may use his
own personal Twitter account to circulate The Home Depot messages from time to time.
However, he notes that while he will sometimes reach out to customers to assist them with
issues, he will always do so in a transparent way. It is important for The Home Depot and other
companies to have representatives who are able to speak on the company’s behalf, while also
making it clear that they may be offering their own personal opinions.

Caminito Argentinean Steakhouse Case Study: The Steakhouse
That Engages Online Everywhere
In the aforementioned three case studies, large companies took the initiative in social media
efforts. But social media is still a viable advertising method for small businesses. Indeed,
“participation is marketing” can work for the smallest to largest companies. Here’s how a brick-
and-mortar business with one single presence—a restaurant location in Northampton,
Massachusetts—was able to succeed in social media.

One of the partners at Caminito is an Internet Marketing professional by day, with a thorough
understanding of the social media space. Justin Levy has used social media effectively in lieu
of more traditional forms of advertising, such as newspaper advertisements, travel guide
listings, and a prominent feature in the local Yellow Pages.

Levy has used his knowledge to bring Caminito fully into a social media space. The official
steakhouse web page (www.caminitosteakhouse.com) is updated regularly, but beyond that,
it has launched the Prime Cuts Blog (http://primecutsblog.com), on which Caminito shares
cooking tips on with recipes, gadget reviews, and videos (Figure 4-6). Caminito also has an
exclusive YouTube channel (www.youtube.com/user/primecutstv), known as “Prime Cuts
TV,” on which it offers additional “see it yourself” instructional videos. For example, it recently
uploaded videos entitled “How to Sharpen Your Knife Using a Wet Stone” and “How to
Fabricate a Whole Ribeye.” Further, using video-sharing service Viddler (www.viddler.com/
explore/primecutstv), these videos are published in higher quality on the Prime Cuts Blog.

Caminito has also realized the importance of social media in a long-term “how do people find
us?” search engine optimization strategy. Being omnipresent means that people can discover
Caminito using a variety of online search phrases. To achieve these results, the restaurant
actively encourages patrons on its web page to review the restaurant on business review site
Yelp (www.yelp.com/biz/caminito-argentinean-steakhouse-northampton; shown in
Figure 4-7). It also has tapped into the local youth crowd by creating a MySpace profile page
(www.myspace.com/lasbrasasnoho), where it posts events and points visitors to the official
Prime Cuts Blog.
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Justin Levy remains affiliated with Caminito through his personal social media accounts as
well (as listed on the Prime Cuts Blog sidebar). He’s active on social geo-aware network
Brightkite, shares his social media– and food-related bookmarks on delicious, lets people
monitor his blog comments through comment-monitoring tool Disqus, highlights his social
media accomplishments and personal achievements on his Flickr photostream, aggregates his
social media stream on FriendFeed, networks with professionals via LinkedIn, bookmarks
websites via social-discovery tool StumbleUpon, regularly interacts with users via Twitter, and
broadcasts his upcoming schedule of events at Upcoming.org. Clearly, Justin has shown that
there is no shortage of options for the types of interactions he can have with community
members.

Of course, Caminito also actively monitors the conversation using Google Alerts. Caminito uses
this information to learn more about what people are saying about it and also for competitive
analysis to understand what other Argentinean steakhouses are doing in other locations. Using
this data, Levy is able to keep abreast of menu changes, new ideas, good and bad reviews, and
other tactics Caminito can then use for its long-term growth.

FIGURE 4-6. The Caminito Argentinean steakhouse Prime Cuts Blog
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To measure success, Caminito monitors web analytics regularly. Based on the data provided,
it enhances its social media engagement across several networks or makes necessary
adjustments.

In the end, Caminito is seeing much success with its social media marketing initiatives. Its
search engine rankings are phenomenally high, which is incredibly important in its market.
Its web page often shows up multiple times for a specific search, which ends up bolstering the
brand itself and reinforces Caminito Argentinean Steakhouse as the ideal restaurant for the
particular query performed. In an interview with Social Media Explorer,4 Justin says, “We have
seen an approximate 30% boost in sales (year to date) in a time where a lot of restaurants are
down 10–20%. Not all of that can be attributed to our online presence but I’m sure a good
portion of it can.”

He’s probably quite right.

Reputation Management
You may have spent decades building the empire that now houses your brands and hundreds
of thousands of employees. But reputations are precarious; within a matter of moments, your
hard work can come tumbling down when a customer (or even a competitor) uses the Internet
to tarnish the good name that you have been trying so hard to maintain. Given the proliferation

FIGURE 4-7. Caminito Argentinean Steakhouse’s Yelp profile
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of content on the Internet, one bad story can easily spread like wildfire. Companies that do
not react to the firestorm can suffer considerable loss of trust and may even lose brand share.

Social media is a cost-effective and beneficial way to combat these kinds of reputation
management fiascos. There are several ways to address reputation management using social
media. In Chapter 2, you learned how Electronic Arts transformed what could have been a
demerit among its fans into a superb marketing piece that in itself was incredibly viral. As you
may recall, a user discovered a software glitch illustrating a humanly impossible feat, and
uploaded a video showing this phenomenon to YouTube. EA Sports opted not to ignore this
video and responded by making a genuinely realistic illustration of how the software bug was
not actually a software glitch after all. With over 2 million views and overwhelmingly positive
reactions to the video, EA Sports clearly emerged victorious from what could have been a public
relations nightmare.

In the Caminito Argentinean Steakhouse case study, I alluded to a second opportunity for social
media to assist in online reputation management. In that instance, you learned that the
presence of multiple profiles has made Caminito (and Justin Levy) more findable. Caminito
maintains several social media profiles across a multitude of social networks, and a search for
Caminito using a typical search engine often pulls up more than just the restaurant home page:
the results show Caminito’s social media profiles, too. Justin Levy’s personal social media
profiles are also widespread across the Internet. If you searched for “Justin Levy” today, you’d
likely see his social media profiles scattered throughout the first page of the search results.
There are probably hundreds of individuals named Justin Levy out there, but it becomes pretty
evident relatively quickly that the Justin Levy on the first page of the search results is the man
responsible for the success of Caminito Argentinean Steakhouse.

This example illustrates the power of social media marketing for reputation management. A
business that may be hurting in the search engine results can easily set up a number of social
media profiles across hundreds of social networks. With regular engagement, social media
profiles may help influence the search engine results. This strategy works well because most
social networks are trusted by nature of their heavy use (and because they are often linked to
by other websites and news outlets). Subsequently, internal pages are often trusted because
they are associated with the particular social site’s domain.

The screenshot of the 2008 Comcast search results (in Chapter 1) shows that user-generated
content ranks well in search results. Further, ever since Google introduced “universal search”
results, it is evident that social media can even make its way into the more visible links on the
search engine results page. A search for “sledgehammer” shows one dedicated YouTube result
at the top of the page (and in the center of the page, product listings for the item). A search
for “Barack Obama” shows regular results scattered with news results, book results, and most
significantly, blog posts.
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D E F I N I T I O N
What is universal search? In 2007, Google decided that the search results were lacking with

just 10 plain blue links. Google decided to integrate video, images, blog posts, business data

and maps, products, and news results into the search engine results pages. Universal search

increases visibility of other possible properties that Google is currently highlighting in its

results.

Clearly, social media results are noticeable in nearly every online search. For reputation
management, then, social media works very well to combat negative search. Since the majority
of social networks allow you to choose your own username, you can claim ownership of the
available usernames for your brand or company. Once these social media profiles are ranked
within the search results, they can help bolster your online reputation. Use a site like http://
knowem.com to see which websites you should register your brand name with so that you can
then start to claim your reputation on the Internet. You don’t have to claim every single social
media profile, but you should be visible. Once these social media profiles are registered, be sure
to use these social media accounts on a somewhat regular basis (at the minimum) to help create
value within your communities. This in turn helps you get higher rankings and prevents others
from ruining your good reputation. You will not achieve a high ranking just by virtue of
creating the social media profiles; engagement is still necessary. Your social media profile page
should show that account activity is being recorded. This is helpful because search engines will
crawl (or “spider”) more often on pages that are updated more frequently. Thus, the more
content you can add to the social media profiles, the more likely it is search engines will notice
you. As an added benefit, if you’re recognized as a good contributor by members of the
communities that you participate in, your social media profile page may naturally be linked
by actively engaged social media participants who may also be bloggers or journalists (my
Twitter profile page currently outranks my personal blog for numerous search queries).

D E F I N I T I O N
What is a spider? A spider or web crawler is a scripted program that automatically traverses

through the Web and gathers data about websites and web pages. Have you ever wondered

how Google, Yahoo!, or your favorite search engine actually knows what text is on a website?

Each search engine uses a spider to record all text on a web page. On a traditional website,

spidering may not happen as rapidly, because search engines do not know about spiders’

existence, but since blog content contacts search engine ping services directly, spiders often

come a lot more quickly.
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Network Solutions Case Study: Reputation Management by
Listening
Several months ago, technology company and domain name registrar Network Solutions was
under fire for apparently violating ethical considerations by registering domain names that
individuals would seek out for availability. In plain English, users performing simple research
on domain name purchases via Network Solutions would not be able to register that domain
using another registrar because Network Solutions would immediately claim ownership.

With this questionable practice (which one blogger called “extortion”5), Network Solutions
had a reputation issue that it needed to address quickly to fall back into the good graces of its
customers and prospects. Trust was lost and morale was very low.

After hiring public relations firm Livingston Communications, Network Solutions worked with
Chief Community and Social Media Evangelist Shashi Bellamkonda on a viable strategy that
would help the company to win back the favor of the Internet-savvy audience. Its strategy
required three important steps:

1. Listening, first to monitor online chatter and then to respond on the official Network
Solutions blog, Solutions Are Power (http://blog.networksolutions.com).

2. Adding value to the community (Network Solutions used its blog to convey thoughts and
offer industry-related correspondence).

3. Community participation (communicating in social channels around the Internet on
behalf of Network Solutions, leaving the Network Solutions name visible in exchanges).

One of the key contributions to the Network Solutions strategy was the launch of the Solution
Stars Video Conference (http://solutionsstarsvideo.com), a website featuring a series of videos
that discuss how small businesses can benefit from new media tools. Network Solutions
interviewed many experts who had extensive involvement in social media on numerous topics,
such as how to build a web presence, whether you should start a blog, how to achieve visibility
through search, and how social media provides an opportunity to bypass traditional media
channels to directly reach stakeholders. This was a perfect opportunity for Network Solutions,
because the video conferences provided great value to the community at large (especially a
highly vocal community who wanted to share related content), and many experts who were
featured talked about it on their blogs.

Over time, the interactions and the video conferences paid off. Over a six-month period,
negative comments about Network Solutions decreased and positive sentiment increased
(Figure 4-8).

As far as the issue that contributed to the negative emotions about Network Solutions in the
first place, Shashi Bellamkonda says that the practice is no longer being employed.
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Today, Bellamkonda contends that social media is a viable two-way strategy that can help all
sorts of businesses from the one-man firm to the large corporation. Regardless of company size,
social media can facilitate and cultivate strong interpersonal connections. Bellamkonda adds
that behind a company’s social media identity, one must be genuine and not just regurgitate
the same old corporate communication you would see on a traditional media channel.

It’s important for Network Solutions to actively monitor the social media space for conversation
about the company, but also to respond very quickly, as expectations in the social media space
have changed, especially with the rise of tools such as Twitter, where customer service is almost
immediate (see Chapter 6 for more information on Twitter). With this type of engagement,
Bellamkonda acknowledges that, “people are wowed at the fact that they are getting an
immediate response.” Bellamkonda says that because Network Solutions is reaching out to
customers on blogs, social channels, and Twitter, people are responding more positively toward
the Network Solutions brand and are looking at the company in a much better light.

Reputation Management Monitoring: 12 Reputations You
Should Monitor Online
It’s obvious that you must monitor your reputation online, but what exactly should you be
looking for? What other reputations should you watch out for? According to online reputation
management expert Andy Beal,6 your company needs to track the 12 reputations that follow.

Naturally, the course of action for any reputation management missteps will vary based on the
circumstances, but by actively observing these reputations, you may be able to prevent issues
that could be very damaging. In other instances, the information you discover via monitoring
can be very rewarding.

FIGURE 4-8. The change in sentiment of Network Solutions over a six-month period
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Your name
It doesn’t matter if you’re a big player in the space or a small one; you should always be
aware of what people are saying about you in the media. Plus, you can always link to the
positive media mentions on your website to let your visitors observe your
accomplishments.

Your company name
Of course, you know this is a given if you’re even considering reputation management at
all. Listening to what people are saying about you and your company is crucial. Also,
consider legacy company names or well-known abbreviations of your company name.

Your brand names
If you’re part of a huge company that maintains hundreds of brand names, this may be
quite difficult to monitor, but you should follow the more important brands for your
business survival.

Your company’s executives
Always be aware of what people are saying about your company leadership.

Your company’s media spokespeople
Anyone who speaks publicly on behalf of the company should also be monitored.

Your slogan or marketing message
What are people saying about your slogan? Is it being well received? On the other hand,
is it being infringed upon?

The competition
What are people saying about your competition? Can you use that information to better
your company? Remember, Justin Levy at Caminito Argentinean Steakhouse monitors
his local competition to get ideas for his menu and to hear what other people say about
other restaurants in the area. Reputation management can still assist with competitive
research and analysis.

Your industry
Most specifically, you should observe industry trends and use this information for your
own benefit. Perhaps executives are upset that the highly anticipated desk they just bought
has a design flaw and a wobbly drawer. Perhaps the mobile PDA many businesspeople
received last week has issues with reading external memory modules. Can you learn from
this feedback and correct these mistakes to make a better product? Can you use these
learning experiences to your advantage? You can also monitor your industry to see new
innovations as they’re announced. Getting this information early is a great way to stay
ahead of the curve.
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Your weaknesses
Face it—your product isn’t perfect and there’s always room for improvement. If you’ve
read the first three chapters, you know that people are talking about you and they’ll point
out flaws with your brand or products. You can use this feedback to grow.

Your business partners
Do you actively work with a company that is in the news? Perhaps it’s for a good thing;
perhaps not so much. Would Ponzi scheme scammer Bernard Madoff’s investors have
been better off if they actively monitored his reputation? Perhaps not, but if you have
business partners doing better or worse in the business, you probably want to find out
about it. If Google’s Q2 earnings do not meet expectations and you are engaging in one
of Google’s paid advertising programs, you’d probably want to know that it is having a
rough fiscal quarter.

Your clients
Hear something great about your clients in the news? Andy Beal postulates that if you
directly approach them and wish them congratulations and much success, your retention
rate will go up.

Your intellectual property
Any trademarks or copyrights should be actively monitored for infringement abuse or
mistaken identity.

Considering a Reputation Management Strategy
You may have been the victim of a reputation management disaster. Now, everyone’s eyes are
on you. It will be your responsibility to pull yourself out of it, perhaps by communicating
directly with the public at large or by addressing the issue silently via social media content
promotion.

Bear in mind that you should always take the high ground and handle reputation crises
professionally. Remember, you’re already being perceived in a negative light and you can
worsen public opinion by intensifying the situation with haphazard emotion and poor logic.

When you do approach the community, be honest about the apparent crime you have already
committed, then take the next step to explain how you intend to rectify the issue (or inform
the populace that you have already taken steps to fix the problem). You should also be available
to handle specific complaints personally or you may wish to offer communication channels
(that you will have a senior staff member answer quickly) to ease the concerns of your
constituents. If the community believes that the discussion will not end simply with a public
apology, be sure to give it a place where it can continue the conversation offline.
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HOW DO YOU PLAN TO FIX THAT PROBLEM?
Every company has its growing pains. Some companies may be proactive in preventing reputation
management fiascos, but sometimes the conflict is unavoidable. Still, stakeholders and community
constituents expect a company to own up to its mistakes. When a credit card company has a data
breach, cardholders want reassurances that their data is safe. This is exactly what was expected of
Twitter when it experienced a data breach in early 2009.

Numerous famous people, such as Barack Obama, Britney Spears, and prominent newscasters,
maintain accounts on the Twitter social network. These accounts have thousands of followers. In
January of 2009, the accounts of many well-known figureheads were hacked. Instead of reading
messages that were relevant to the lives of these individuals, the Twitter followers instead were
surprised to read downright inappropriate and unprofessional information about these individuals
and guessed that something was horribly wrong. Readers assumed that these Twitter accounts had
been compromised, but how?

The blogosphere started buzzing that Twitter was not safe anymore. People were worried that their
accounts would be broken into next. But within a few hours, the Twitter team itself acknowledged
the problem. In a blog post, the Twitter staff very openly admitted how the accounts were
compromised. Twitter used this experience to improve its security, and it did so swiftly.

This level of transparency sets a good precedent of how other companies should react. Days after
Twitter responded and addressed the situation, the worries of Twitter users were alleviated.
Responding in a timely and proactive manner helped restore faith in the company, and the user
base now feels comfortable knowing that Twitter has its back.

Internally, though, you can avert the reputation management mess (for the future) by learning
from these experiences. If you have not yet encountered a publicity disaster, it may be a good
time to communicate to your staff about the importance of public perception and reiterate that
it should tread carefully and offer the best service because consumers nowadays have easy
ways of exposing their dissatisfaction with your support or service offerings. Of course, you
can always read about the reputation management disasters of your company and use those
experiences to learn what not to do in your industry as well.

Summary
The Cluetrain Manifesto alluded to the phenomenon that is social media marketing today.
Businesses are talking to one another. Markets are conversations and social media empowers
consumers to speak directly to its favorite brands.

Participation is marketing. As marketers, we should take an active role in social media channels
and engage in dialogue in a very genuine way. Graco Baby, Tyson Foods, The Home Depot,
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and Caminito Argentinean Steakhouse are four businesses that have been able to illustrate the
“participation is marketing” trend with very positive returns for their business.

Social media marketing can also aid in reputation management tactics. There are two ways
this can be done. When a company is involved in the conversation, the company itself can help
nurture and shape impressions of the public, usually for the better. Network Solutions showed
that listening turned negative sentiment into a positive one.

The second way social media can help facilitate reputation management is via social media
profile building. Companies can create user accounts named after the brands they need to
monitor via social media channels and then use these profiles to boost search engine results.
Continuous and meaningful engagement is necessary so that search engine spiders can discover
the profile pages, see that there is frequent activity, and ultimately, often by trust, rank these
profile pages higher in the search results.

There are 12 reputations that you should monitor consistently so that you can keep abreast of
developments and perceptions about your company, your industry, and your competitors.
When you’re armed with this information, you should be able to easily address most, if not
all, reputation management issues.

Endnotes
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